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   Fifth & Pacific Co Inc [FNP]  Panera Bread  [PNRA] 

  Starbucks  [SBUX]   United Technologies [UTX] 
  Hershey Co. [HSY] 
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This is the second quarter   
2012 Orange Book –  
a compilation of  
macroeconomic anecdotes  
gleaned from comments  
CEOs and CFOs  
made on quarterly  
earnings conference  
calls from July 1, 2012.  
Similar to the Federal Reserve's  
Beige Book, it seeks to  
provide early signals of  
economic conditions before  
hard data is released. 

Comments by CEOs and CFOs of home builders pointed to signs that demand for housing was re-emerging. Other CEOs used 
recent earnings calls to caution that the slowdown in China may not be as worrisome as some economists fear. Hotel operators 
say they are benefitting from limited supply and robust demand from business and high-end travelers. Defense contractors 
voiced concerns about uncertainty in government spending.  
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BASIC MATERIALS 
 

METALS  
   
Alcoa [AA] Earnings Call 7/9/12: Charles McClane, CFO: "And let's first look at our upstream business, which is the 
Alumina segment and the Primary segment, the quarter was marked by planned maintenance overhauls and power plant 
outages, amidst of declining metal price. The businesses partially overcame these headwinds with continued productivity, 
higher regional premiums and favorable currency costs. The Global Rolled Products group generated higher volume and 
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productivity to essentially offset the unfavorable pricing that they delivered another strong quarter. And in the 
downstream segment, volume and productivity exceeded, not only the cost increases, but the effect of the Massena fire as 
well as it generated another record quarter. In fact, both the midstream and downstream segments achieved record first-
half results. " 
 
McClane: "If we look to the third quarter, Aero and Auto continue to be strong. European demand remains uncertain. 
Pricing and demand pressures persist. We expect slower growth rates in China and Russia and productivity gains to 
continue. Let me point out, as we have before, that if you look at the seasonal declines take place, both from holidays, 
Automotive changeovers and the like, especially in this segment, historically we've seen somewhere between a 30% and a 
35% decline. If you were to exclude the impacts of metal price and currency, we would expect because of our productivity 
efforts and the impacts that we made in markets and volumes that we would be down only 10% to 15% sequentially in the 
third quarter of this year." 
 
McClane: "If you looked at what we expect in the third quarter, we would expect more of the same to tell you the truth, 
even with the seasonal slowdown we see in Europe and the impact from nonresidential building construction and we do 
expect the heavy-duty truck rates to be down in the second half versus the first half. But with all of that and our continued 
share gains and productivity, we would expect this segment to be flat and that's even in the context that we normally 
would see a 10% decline on a seasonal basis. But going into the third quarter this year based on current condition, we 
expect it to be flat." 
 
Klaus Kleinfeld, CEO: "We also see on the business jet side that the confidence really has come back. The recent single 
largest order in history that has ever been placed in the segment has a clear underlining for that, this was NetJets placing 
an order of up to 425 business jets, but we also believe that the impact of the business jet segment is finally going to get 
compensated by the anticipated decline in the military aircraft side. Let's move on to automotive as the next segment. We 
expect 4% to 8% growth on a global basis. This is on our projection, up slightly from 3% to 7% which we actually 
projected for the year at the last quarter and that's driven basically by North America where we see and expect a 10% to 
14% growth. If you look at the June seasonally adjusted annual rates, it comes out with 14.05 million vehicles. This is up 
22% year-over-year or 15% year-to-date and that's a pretty substantial number. Europe is down minus 4% to minus 9% 
and that's purely a function of the economic turmoil. China remains positive. We see two two – plus 2% to plus 7% 
despite a slow start in the year. Heavy trucks and trailers, mixed picture, down compared to the view that we had in the 
first quarter. North America is really driving it. We believe that heavy truck production will slow down in the second half 
of the year and this will get production in line again. With lower orders, we see plus 4% to plus 8% growth for the full 
year. That's lower than what we saw before in the first quarter, but let's also remember if you look at the facts here the 
average age of the fleet today is 6.69 years. That's the oldest on record. The 20-year average is 5.85, so obviously there is 
a need for replacement at one point in time and that is going to drive demand. For Europe, we continue to see decline. We 
project minus 3% to minus 8%. And for China, we revised our forecast from 0% to 5% growth to minus 3% to minus 8%. 
This is mainly driven by the delayed infrastructure spending, which is supposed to begin now in the third quarter of this 
year and we believe the market in the second half is going to be a pickup. Next segment, beverage cans and packaging, we 
continue to expect to do 3% global growth driven by China, South America, Middle East, North Africa, Europe. Those are 
the main drivers basically of growth and even in North America, always keep in mind North America always makes up 
for almost half of this segment. We see early signs of improvement in the strong beer market segment. That's a good 
thing. Commercial building and construction, globally, we continue to project 2.5% to 3.5% growth. China, Brazil, India 
and other emerging countries are really the foundation for that, but if you look at North America and Europe, we continue 
to see this heavily under pressure. Most leading indicators are either flat or near record low or even deteriorating. So no 
good news on that end so far when it comes to North America and Europe." 
 
Kleinfeld: "Global aluminum demand continues to be strong. We said previously we believe it's going to grow by 7% this 
year and we continue to maintain this view. And when you see where it is coming from, you actually see that China 
continues to grow substantially, 11% is our assumption here. Good demand growth also in other markets here from Asia, 
India, Middle East, North America, Brazil, Russia." 
 
Kleinfeld: "So let's start with the Alumina segment here. And as you can see depicted here, we believe alumina is moving 
back into balance, and this is really driven by two factors. One is the recently announced refinery curtailments in China 
and we do expect higher alumina imports from China and we see some of that already. And why is that so? And we've 
seen this here – we put this here on the right-hand side because Indonesia has imposed a bauxite export ban. Keep in 
mind, 60% of the bauxite that is used in China for making alumina is imported and 80% of that comes from Indonesia, so 
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this is a big news for the refinery industry in China. And interestingly, the exports from all our information tell us a really 
– the export ban is really executed, so this has a four-week time lag, but I mean we will see more of that." 
 
Kleinfeld: "So I guess to find out what happened is we have to look at the macro environment because we really can't find 
it in our markets. So look at the macro environment – this is a standard chart, you've seen that before, it just has the new 
numbers added to it, and when you look at some of those indicators, I would suggest the one that's giving you the most 
forward look is probably the Purchasing Managers' Index, right? And if you look at the period at question here, I mean the 
mid-2011 you do see that something changes there. It looks as though there was a recovery underway and then slowly this 
thing starts sinking down. From then on, it goes up a little, it goes down and recently it's been weakening again. So what 
we do see here, it's highly – this Purchasing Managers' Index decline is highly driven by concerns over Europe and the 
sustainability of the eurozone as we all know and basically we hear it every day, right? This has also affected, as we saw 
on the last slide, the commodity prices, the metal prices, they've all come down also recently. So we've done one other 
analysis which I want to share with you and then we're done with this part and we can focus on the company, right? But I 
think it's important to understand that and this two analysis that show what's going on here." 
 
Kleinfeld: "Fasteners that are solving lightning strike issues. You'd say why is that an issue? Well, it's an issue because 
statistically every plane gets hit at least once during the lifetime by lightning strike, and as some airplanes are going into 
non-conductive carbon fiber solution, I mean, this is the very critical question of how do you get the lightning strike 
managed, and that's where the fasteners come in and they have solved this problem for our customers, right. The good 
news is not only did they solve that, but they actually solved another problem too and that's the fatigue problem that 
particularly comes in the more different materials you combine, because always keep in mind airplanes are going up and 
down in the air. On the ground, they have currently here in New York about 100 Fahrenheit, and up in the air at 30,000 
feet, they have sub-zero, and they do it a couple of times during the day. So, that's a great, great innovation that we've 
been able to do there." 
 
 

CHEMICALS 
  
Dow Chemical [DOW] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Andrew Liveris, CEO: “Global economies have not only been 
volatile but conditions clearly deteriorated as the quarter progressed. This led to weakening demand and 
extremely cautious buying sentiment. Which in turn impacted pricing and volume dynamics as we indicated 
throughout the quarter. In addition, the fragile European environment placed significant downward pressure on 
currency for businesses operating in that region.” 
 
William Weideman, CFO:  “Overall, volume declined 5% year over year, or 1% on an adjusted basis, due to 
weak economic conditions and cautious buying sentiment, which occurred through most of our value chains.  
 
Weideman: “Looking ahead, we anticipate a typical seasonal decline in this segment coupled with increased 
pressure on mid to late season crop protection demand due to the U.S. drought conditions.” 
 
Liveris: “...looking forward, we believe that it is unlikely that there will be broad positive developments in the 
global economy for the second half of 2012.” 
 
Liveris: “China's economy has continued to decelerate as European exports suffered and we will likely linger 
around the current level until broader measures taken by the government to inspire domestic growth in 
investment and consumption take hold. And in the United States, improvements in consumer confidence have 
moderated due to soft employment data and uncertainty in Europe and slowdown in exports due to the weaker 
global economy.” 
 
Liveris: “The way we framed our analytic around the next 12 to 24 months is we're seeing secular demand 
deceleration that will be Euro-centric and therefore global GDP will struggle  to get close to 3% in the next 12 
to 24 months on a sustained basis. We may see episodic recovery to that, so the numerator on the top line is not 
going to be aided by GDP macros accelerating. There will be pockets and I do believe the developing world, 
especially China, will create enough domestic demand to keep their growth rate, as I said earlier, at 8%.” 
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Liveris: “So on the feedstock side, we believe euro will continue to have demand weakness. The euro will 
continue to weaken and therefore we will have those headwinds. So the only thing we can do...besides some 
physical hedging on currency is continue to work the cost line. So you can continue, you can expect for us to 
continue to work cost interventions in an overweight way in Europe versus the rest of the world.” 
 

LUMBER & OTHER MATERIALS 
 
Deltic Timber [DEL] Earnings Call 7/25/12. Kenneth Mann, CFO: “Residential lot sales continue to be lower 
than our historical levels due to the slowdown in housing starts in the central Arkansas region, but we again sold 
11 lots in the second quarter of 2012, the same to the year ago.” 
 
Ray Dillon, CEO: “New residential home starts continued to be below historical trend levels, but has improved 
year-over-year. As a result of restocking in the supply chain, lumber prices for the second quarter increased and 
Deltic sawmills were well positioned to take advantage of this market opportunity.” 
 
Dillon: “The harvest level of pine sawtimber during the second quarter was 7% lower than a year ago. Dry 
weather created favorable logging conditions during the first quarter of this year and we were slightly ahead of 
our schedule with our annual harvest plan at the end of March.” 
 
Dillon: “Although natural gas prices are at decade lows, our Woodlands segment continues to benefit from oil 
and gas, lease rental and royalty revenue during the second quarter of 2012. While the low gas prices caused a 
reduction in revenue received from oil and gas royalties when compared to the second quarter of 2011. The 
impact was partially offset by an increase in the number of wells in production from which Deltic receives these 
payments.” 
 
Dillon: “...the operating environment for all of our businesses is still far from desirable, but I am encouraged 
with the performance of our solid operating assets for the second quarter.” 
 
Dillon: “...as we characterize defensive posture, we would just indicate that we're looking at capital spending 
very closely and operating the businesses very efficiently in what we would consider a very difficult 
environment still.” 

 
 
Packaging Corp [PKG] Earnings Call 7/17/12: Mark Kowlzan, CEO: “We continued to see more moderate inflationary 
cost pressures than we did last year. However, some costs did increase compared to last year's second quarter, including 
outbound transportation costs up about $0.02 per share and medical costs up about $0.02 per share.” 
 
Kowlzan: “Looking ahead to the third quarter, we expect seasonally-higher sales volumes, increased mill production, and 
lower mill costs. As an added note on mill costs, we do expect prices for purchased electricity and chemicals to increase 
and prices for OCC to decrease compared to the first quarter. Considering these items and excluding the estimated debt 
refinancing charge, we expect third quarter earnings to be about $0.54 per share.” 
 
Kowlzan: “...for the second quarter, our box numbers were flat. Obviously, we had good numbers, but we saw constant 
steady numbers. And if you look at where we are for the first eight days of the third quarter through July, we're looking at 
probably 7.2% up for that period of time. But also one of the differences this year, with the 4th of July being in the middle 
of the week, it's a tough comparable. So again, the other thing to think about too is that the acquisitions and the organic 
piece, they're both contributing about equal, 3%, 3.5% on average.” 
 
Paul Stecko, Exec Chairman: “The market has basically met our expectations. We thought our business would be this 
strong and it has been this strong. And we're projecting that that trend is going to continue and that's how we built our 
third quarter earnings model.” 
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Tom Hassfurther, Corrugated Business: “Our demand period that is the weakest in the winter months and labor's also a lot 
more available then to do shutdowns. Energy cost is historically higher. So for the last 15 years, we've basically 
concentrated all of our downtime in the first four months of the year. It's the lowest cost for us to do it that way and then it 
also leaves us the most capacity when we need it the most, and that is the period we're about to enter now, which is the 
seasonally-strong period of the year, now through – it used to be now through Thanksgiving, but with Internet commerce, 
December's actually turning out to be a half-decent month the last three, four years, which it hadn't been before then.” 
 
Hassfurther: “I think because our customers are trying to do some creative things to drive their sales in this environment 
right now, and one of those vehicles happens to be the graphics area. That has – that picked up seasonally a little faster 
than what we thought, and probably on a volume basis for the year, it'll be quite a bit higher than what we had 
anticipated.” 
   
  
CONSUMER 
 
Kimberly-Clark [KMB] Earnings Call 7/26/12: Mark Buthman, CFO: “...our European business delivered 
solid volume growth in the quarter, while our North American volumes were down slightly.” 
 
Thomas Falk, CEO: “...in Europe conditions remain challenging, particularly in southern Europe. With that 
said, our market shares are generally stable overall and our European team is on track to achieve its 2012 plan.” 
 
Falk: “Pretty much all the downtime has been focused on North American Baby and Child Care where the 
category's softer than we thought, so we're taking downtime to make sure we don't build inventory in that 
environment.” 
 
Falk: “...obviously we're feeling the full effects of three years of low birth rate declines and the birth rate looks 
like it's going to be fairly flat this year and so you'll start to see that roll into the Child Care category as those 
children graduate from diapers and move into Pull-Ups. And so we would expect that you'll still see relatively 
soft category comps this year but it should start to stabilize next year.” 
 
Falk” ...in the big markets like China, Russia, broadly across Latin America, we didn't see much change, Q1 to 
Q2 and the momentum still feels pretty good. And obviously those comps will get tougher as the year 
progresses. But we're not seeing a big slowdown across the board yet at this stage.” 
 
Falk: “...we've got a strong business in the U.K. and that's doing well. And actually a lot of the innovation on 
wipes was pretty strong across Europe.” 
 
Falk: “You're still seeing growth in a lot of small format retail so I would not be surprised to see good numbers 
from dollar stores and drug stores. And then obviously, the big box retailers, they'll be reporting their numbers 
soon and you guys see those on a monthly basis. So I think, in many ways, traditional grocery winds up being 
the donor for a lot of that growth so we'll see how that plays out.” 
 
Falk: “We've actually seen some up-tick in our Super Premium segment, behind some of the launch of diaper 
pants and other things, so we're really focusing on driving our Branded business with innovation and across the 
spectrum. And more the issue is in, the category weakness generally is probably more the reason for the 
downtime.” 
 
 
3M [MMM] Earnings Call 7/26/12: Inge Thulin, CEO: “Geographically, the Americas once again led the way, 
while Asia-Pacific was down slightly. Our teams in Western Europe operated with very good discipline in that 
very challenging environment.  
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David Meline, CFO: "Sales declined 1.9% year-on-year, impacted by weak overall economic conditions and 
also by the stronger U.S. dollar.” 
 
Meline: “We expect to see improving growth rates in China in the second half of the year.” 
 
Meline: “We anticipate that our growth rates in Consumer Electronics will begin to improve in the third quarter 
and continue into the fourth. This improvement is due in part to easier comparisons, as our sales to this market 
slowed in the second half of 2011, but of course there are other factors in play, such as the timing of customer 
new product launches.” 
 
Meline: “...challenges remain in Western Europe as these countries work through their economic and physical 
issues. We remain focused on what we can control, such as driving for additional market share and maintaining 
firm cost discipline.” 
 
Meline: “In developed markets, we posted positive organic local-currency growth despite weakness in Europe. 
This is a testament to the strength of our Health Care portfolio and the quality of our teams.” 
 
Thulin: “Looking upon sales, we expect organic local-currency growth of 2% to 5% for all of 2012.” 
 
Meline: “In terms of raw materials, what we're seeing, like everyone else, we are seeing that the raw materials 
are certainly softer than we might have expected at this stage.” 
 
Meline: “looking at indicators of forward demand, including areas like semiconductor, fab, and our consumer 
electronics outlook that we observe, and then observing what is in our forward orders. And we see, importantly, 
the inflection developing now as we've exited the second quarter, and again, there's a comp issue that helps that 
as well.” 
 
Thulin: “...there's a couple of things that have impacted China for us, which is, of course, export specifically to 
Europe, electronics, and then the local consumption. And we will look upon it as we move ahead, electronics 
will improve and also local consumption. We don't see any improvement relative to the exports to Europe.” 
 
Meline: “We think we'll be flat for the year, so that would imply slightly negative in the second half.” 
 
International Paper Co [IP] Earnings Call 7/26/12: John Faraci, CEO: “The world is going sideways in terms 
of the environment we're operating in. I think everybody understands that. But, the good thing is International 
Paper isn't done. We've got a lot of headroom, a lot of levers we're pulling.” 
 
Faraci: “Second quarter was the peak quarter. We executed just about flawlessly during the quarter on those 
outages, operated our assets well, saw some modest price recovery that was in line with our expectations, didn't 
see much change in the demand environment; all netted out.” 
 
Carol Roberts, CFO: “In addition to the U.S. seasonal demand, global container board demand  for us remained 
strong throughout the quarter, and our open market export shipments were up nearly 15% versus the first 
quarter.” 
 
Roberts: “A very positive part of our Consumer Packaging business is the Foodservice business which had a 
strong quarter, driven by seasonality, and what's probably the best differentiator is the continued growth in the 
new product line, primarily our trademark Hold & Go insulated paper cup that is used for hot beverages. Even 
in spite of some of those headwinds, relative to our competition, the North American business continued to 
outperform the best of the competitive set in the quarter.” 
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Faraci: “...what is the third quarter outlook changes from the second quarter. It's mostly yellow and mostly 
stable...There is some green here. We don't expect a currency impact. Again, we don't expect the Russian ruble 
to continue to weaken. As I said, a lot of the maintenance outage stuff is green.” 
 
Faraci: “As we look at the world, we don't see a repeat of 2008, 2009, but we see pretty sluggish growth but as 
far as we can see, which isn't very far, but we're prepared to outperform in that kind of environment.” 
 
Mark Sutton, SVP Int'l Packaging: “We see export demand – for Kraft Liner, I'm speaking about – actually 
continuing to improve pretty much in all the regions we serve, Latin America, Europe, and the Mediterranean 
region, in Asia. And, pricing is also improving in those regions. So, we feel good about the export demand.” 
 
Faraci: “We need paper in Russia. The Russian paper market is growing at 5%. So, we're sold out both at IP and 
at Ilim. So, we need that capacity.” 
 
Thomas Kadien, SVP: “ I would say India is just like we thought it was going to be. Q2 was 
all about, frankly for them, a very large outage. It was our first experience doing a very large outage in India. 
And that really impacted April and May. But, we saw a very good June come out of India and demand.” 
 
Kadien: “I'm aware of the weak monsoon season. I think – ... it's probably going to impact food prices; that may 
have a knock-on impact. But, I don't think it's going to hit our uncoated freesheet business. 
 
Faraci: “We'll see some sequential improvement in the third quarter again. But, I wouldn't call it a recovery. I 
think we're moving sideways and seasonality is going to improve. Pricing, I would say is stable at this point in 
Consumer Packaging.” 
 
Steve Madden [SHOO] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Edward Rosenfeld: “The second quarter of 2012 was in some 
respects a more challenging quarter than we have seen in some time. The overall retail environment softened 
somewhat during the quarter and fashion footwear, in particular, was challenged by weakness in the sandal 
category."  

 
Rosenfeld: “...despite a challenging environment in Q2, we delivered solid, financial results. We believe our 
brands and our business model are stronger than ever. And as we look ahead, our increasingly diversified 
platform provides us with a number of meaningful growth opportunities that should enable us to continue to 
drive strong sales and earnings gains in the back half of 2012 and beyond.” 
 
Rosenfeld: “the good news, is that we've got very good early indications on boots and booties. As you know, 
the Nordstrom anniversary sale is in progress right now and we've gotten very good reads from that. We think 
our business is actually going to be up year-over-year in that sale. We feel we've got very good reads on tall 
shaft riding boots. We also feel very good about the real short booties, what we call shooties.” 
 
Rosenfeld: “In the retail stores we certainly did see a little bit of a downtick in the stores where we have a lot of 
tourist business, so, we were flattish in markets like New York City, Las Vegas and L.A. Yet we were up in the 
mid-teens for instance in South Florida. Now obviously, there are tourists in Miami but fewer European tourists, 
more South American tourists.” 
 
Rosenfeld: “...as you know, we were all dealing with pretty significant price increased year-over-year last year. 
This year, that has moderated quite a bit, so there are very modest price increases coming out of China right 
now. I would say low-single digits, but it's much more manageable than what we saw last year.” 
 
Rosenfeld: “We're looking at 11 brick and mortar stores and 1 internet store for Betsey Johnson. So we've got 
some inventory to support those store openings as well. And, as I said, I think most importantly, we do expect 
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that we can be up year-over-year in gross margin in Q3. So obviously that's an indication that we're comfortable 
with the inventory level at the end of Q2.” 
 
Rosenfeld: “...we still feel very good about the Outlet business and how those stores are performing and the 
four-wall contribution that we're going to get out of these stores. And so we've got three more opening in the 
back half here, one in Florida, one in Texas and one in California, and we're working on a package of about 
three more for early 2013. So I think provided that we continue to perform the way we are, you're going to see 
us roll out five, six, seven of these a year, if not more, over the next few years.” 
 

RESTAURANTS   
 

Starbucks  [SBUX] Earnings Call 7/26/12:  Howard Schultz, CEO:  “…the fragile global economy, uncertainty 
in Europe, high unemployment in the U.S. and resumed decline in home sales and further diminished consumer 
confidence did have an impact on our business in Q3.” 
 
Troy Alstead, CFO: “Despite the recent softening in the U.S., our Americas business continues to produce 
outstanding returns. The pipeline of innovation...is a deep source of opportunity and will be a key driver of our 
future results.” 
 
Alstead: “...Europe, Middle East and Africa region, where the third quarter results reflect a beginning of 
stabilization in that region, even in the face of difficult conditions. We're starting to see the benefit of the 
consumer initiatives we put in place. Espresso sales are strengthening as we focus on proving to customers that 
we have the best latte on the High Street.” 
 
John Culver, President: “...the growth story in China and Asia Pacific is becoming a meaningful component of 
the Starbucks growth story. The region continues to expand its contribution to total company profitability, rising 
from 9% two years ago to nearly 13% this year to date.” 
 
Culver: “Let me now be more specific regarding the future prospects of a few key markets. In China, we've 
been aggressive about our plan to capture more of the massive potential of that market.” 
 
Culver: “...our single biggest contributor to the outstanding regional profitability reported today; 
Japan. Our first market outside of North America, Japan continued to provide a solid foundation upon which the 
region is built. Our business in Japan is extremely healthy and as we approach our 1,000th store in this market, 
we continue to remain confident about its future growth prospects.” 
 
Alstead: “In the third quarter, we also saw a meaningful growth in packaged coffee.” 
 
Alstead: “Recognizing the continued deterioration in the macro environment that all retailers face  along with 
trends from June and July, we now expect revenue growth from the fourth quarter of between 10% to 12%. We 
continue to expect mid-single digit comp growth, with continued strong growth in Channel Development also 
contributing to the revenue increase.” 
 
Alstead: “Coffee costs will finally be a tailwind in 2013. Dairy costs, however, are now expected to be 
meaningfully higher in fiscal 2013. Dairy is a much smaller portion of our overall cost of goods than coffee, so 
while the impact will offset some of the coffee benefit, there will remain a net commodity benefit to the P&L of 
approximately $100 million in 2013.” 
 
Alstead: “China, Asia Pacific, the freight train continues rolling, perhaps even accelerating as we saw in the 
two-year comp growth numbers in the third quarter. We've begun to be encouraged by the turnaround we're 
starting to see early days of in Europe. So, things are firing quite nicely for us and we just have seen a bit of a 
downturn in the U.S. and we're cautious about that.” 
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Schultz: “We have great confidence that we are going to be able to turn Europe around. No one should doubt 
whatsoever that we're not going to be able to do this. It's not going to be a sprint. This is a long slog. The 
progress we made over the last 90 days is very encouraging, but we're going to be sitting at this table and we're 
going to be announcing with you, just as we did in the U.S. a significant turnaround in Europe over time.” 
 
 
Panera Bread  [PNRA] Earnings Call 7/25/12. William Moreton, President, Co-CEO:  “We currently have 
approximately 95% of our food and paper needs locked for 2012. Labor in the second quarter provided us with 
90 basis points of year-over-year margin favorability. This was primarily the result of sales leverage as well 
continued discipline on starting wage and off-cycle pay increases.” 
 
Moreton: “In the second quarter, we saw a significant deleverage in the fresh dough cost of sales to franchisee 
margin of 350 basis points. This was primarily caused by two items. First, the effect of wheat inflation, which 
was up almost 50% compared to the second quarter of prior year. This had a negative 24 basis point impact to 
our overall operating margins. The second factor in the decrease of our FDF margins was the increase in the 
sales of our produce to franchisees due to our strong salad sales.” 
 
Moreton: “Many people confuse price with mix. We have not taken significant price. Certainly, not significant 
price beyond what inflation is which is what we gauge our pricing to. What we have seen and what we have 
done is we've continued to offer people products that they get to choose and that they believe are worth the 
money we charge for them. The result is they tend to leave us a little bit more behind.” 
 
Moreton: “Catering is a perfect example of a product that's growing at a outsized rate for Panera and one that it 
shows up entirely as mix and some might confuse that with price. All we're doing is getting people to buy a 
product that has an average check close to $125.” 
 
Moreton: “...it gets better in Q3, it's flat to slightly positive in Q4. And then as we start into next year, we start 
positive, but obviously the wheat market's starting to tick up so we'll see where we go as we go through the 
year.” 
 

 
Ruby Tuesday [RT] Earnings Call 7/25/12: Samuel Beall, CEO:  “As we look back on fiscal 2012, it was a 
challenging year for Ruby Tuesday in particular on sales front. But we've accomplished a lot during the year 
and are in much better position as company to create value longer term.” 
 
Beall: “While we don't expect any help from the overall economy, economic environment, we do believe we 
have solid and prudent plans in place to create value in this environment and are excited about the future of 
Ruby Tuesdays as well as our growth brands, Lime Fresh and Marlin & Ray's.” 
 
Daniel Dillon, SVP: “The primary driver of the fourth quarter decline was related to traffic decline associated 
with a 32% reduction in coupon redemptions, and that 32% was a reduction versus the prior fourth quarter. 
What we're seeing in the first quarter is coupon redemptions comparable to first quarter a year ago, coupled 
with national television is driving increased traffic and ultimately increased sales.” 
 
Dillon: “I think the immediate effects of reducing coupons are what we're trying to balance with the effects of 
television to take longer to build, and getting that model right so that we are positively impacting sales in the 
short-term and building the long-term is what we worked on all last year. And I think that's what you've seen in 
the first quarter and why we were bullish on first quarter sales, we think we've got that model right now.” 
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Beall: “I think by the time we get to the second quarter, hopefully, we will feel like you think we should feel 
which is either better about same-restaurant sales, but I think it is still a time to be pretty conservative. You've a 
lot of good competitors out there, it's a tough market and what other people do effects our sales also as what we 
do effects theirs.” 
 
 
BJ’s Restaurants Inc [BJRI] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Gerald W. Deitchle, CEO: “Even though the operating 
environment remains weak, choppy, and uncertain, we remain very confident that in light of our current sales 
building initiatives we have a solid opportunity to either meet or exceed our longer-term targeted annual growth 
rate for comparable restaurant sales, which is in the 3% range, during the rest of 2002. Through a combination 
of menu pricing and favorable traffic mix impacts from our sales building initiatives – again, everything else 
being equal.” 
 
Greg Lynds, CDO: “Looking forward into 2013 and 2014, our new growth goals remain the same, and that is to 
achieve a low double-digit capacity increase per year as measured by total restaurant operating weeks. That's an 
approximate range of 115 to 13%.” 
 
Greg Levin, CFO: “As a percent of sales, labor was basically flat with last year's second quarter at 34.2%. We 
continue to see some higher kitchen hour levels, as we expected, due to the intensiveness and complexity of our 
new menu offerings, and we are also seeing some slightly higher kitchen hourly wages.” 
 
Levin: “For the third quarter, we are anticipating appropriately 1,600 total restaurant operating weeks. In 
regards to cost of sales for the remainder of this year, the majority of our commodity items are contracted,  with 
the primary exception of our Angus ground beef in some of our steak items. As such, we continue to expect our 
cost of sales to be in the upper 24% range, which is pretty consistent with our second quarter result.” 
 
Levin: “California still a challenged state regards to some of the local municipalities, I mean we've heard of 
some recent bankruptcies in the local municipalities, higher gas prices, et cetera but the densities here in 
California are still very good. We're still continuing to open in restaurants in California and have tremendous 
average unit volume sales from them. 
 
Ruth’s Hospitality Group [RUTH] Earnings Call 7/27/12. Michael O'Donnell, CEO:  “We are encouraged to 
see both healthy traffic and sales growth continue. Private dining and catering sales at Ruth's Chris Steak House 
increased approximately 5% during the second quarter on top of last year's 16% growth.” 
 
 Arne Haak, CFO: “We expect our cost of goods sold to be within the range of 31.5% to 32.5% of restaurant 
sales for the year. This is based on projected beef inflation being up between 10% to 15%.” 
 
Haak: “…in terms of the drought, it's disappointing. We've gone – two, three months ago everything looked 
great on the corn crop and we thought this was going to be a good summer and today we're looking at one of the 
worst droughts we've had in years on top of what was a tough year last year. Near-term that has actually – in an 
unfortunate way it actually helped beef prices a little bit because some people may with the rising price of corn 
bring cattle to slaughter earlier. So that may help in the near term. In the long term it's just going to further 
extend, kind of the rebuilding of the cattle cycle here.  
 
Haak: “The costs are up on a year-over-year basis.  
 
O’Donnell: “We've turned away more deals obviously than we have accepted because we really think if we can 
build five restaurants – in the neighborhood of five restaurants a year and they average $5 million AUVs that it's 
a very healthy contribution to the organization. And we expect that those restaurants are going to be at or above 
our current contribution levels from our existing restaurants.  
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O’Donnell: “I think that the beef cycle is going to be larger for the best part of this year, part of next year, but 
you're seeing a lot of people getting out of this beef market that had jumped in as recently as a year ago, like 
Costco, the whole sale clubs, et cetera. So I think that by the time we get to 2014, we should start to see some 
relief.” 
 
Famous Dave’s Of America [DAVE] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Christopher O'Donnell, CEO: “We certainly 
recognized the deterioration of sales over the quarter and we purposely refrained from buying sales with short-
term discounting. It has become clear to combat traffic declines overall because the casual dining industry has 
returned to a strategy of offering aggressive discounts in order to gain the attention of the consumer.” 
 
O’Donnell: “For the second quarter however, the sales shortfall made it difficult to leverage labor and we 
continue to be challenged by rising commodity cost, which contributed unfortunately to a 200 base point 
increase year-over-year for food and beverage cost. The combination of these factors led to a disappointing 
financial quarter.  
 
Diana Purcel, CFO: “We continued to face pressure on our margins due to elevated commodity costs in addition 
to a delay in anticipated savings from certain strategic initiatives.  
 
Purcel: “...we now anticipate an approximate 4.2% year-over-year net decrease for our other key items. This 
anticipated savings is lower than our previous guidance due to rising corn cost. As a reminder, our key items 
include hamburger, seafood, sauces, seasonings, and produce as well as side items such as beans, apples and 
corn muffin mix. 
 
Purcel: “...due to the heavy promotional environment that we're seeing right now during the first six months an 
environment which we didn't actively participate into the level that we saw other companies with significant 
broadcast media budgets. We do believe that our comp decline does reflect a shift of traffic to some of those 
value promotions.” 
 
Cheesecake Factory [CAKE] Earnings Call 7/25/12. David Overton, CEO: “We've now had 10 straight 
quarters of positive comparable sales and this was another quarter where we experienced strength across 
geographies and day parts.” 
 
Overton: “Our business continues to perform at levels that are healthy, stable, and predictable. Our guest traffic 
continues to grow as we increase our market share. In contrast, multiple industry data points show that guest 
traffic has been declining for almost a year.” 
 
Overton: “We believe that we don't need to discount to attract guests, and our results demonstrate that 
discounting from others isn't negatively impacting us.” 
 
Douglas Benn, CFO: “We outperformed the industry on comparable sales and guest traffic growth. We 
executed well and delivered 140 basis point improvement in four-wall operating profits, leading to a 21% 
growth in earnings per share.” 
 
Benn: “...the average check did improve this quarter.” 
 
Benn: “We're looking, if you look toward the operating margins in general for the year, we would expect that 
we would see better operating margins this year by somewhere around 60 basis points to 80 basis points. And 
most of that would come from better expected cost of sales.” 
 
 

GROCERY 
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SuperValu [SVU] Earnings Call 7/11/12: Craig Herkert, CEO: "Our performance reflects the fact that we did not move 
quickly enough to respond to intensifying competitive conditions in our industry. Consumer's price sensitivity has 
intensified given the continuing weak economic environment, and this has led many retailers to become even more 
aggressive on promotions and price investment, and to step up their marketing activity in several of our key markets. We 
are moving on all fronts to address these competitive challenges and win back our customers and market share. First and 
foremost we are accelerating our price investments across all banners. This modified timeline will allow us to deliver fair 
price plus promotion to half of our stores this fiscal year and the balance by the end of fiscal 2014." 
 
Herkert: "As with other parts of our business, Save-A-Lot experienced challenges this quarter, driven in part by 
heightened competition, but primarily by the impact that the economy is having on its core customer. Persistent Retail 
Food inflation has eroded purchasing power of Save-A-Lot's core shopper. With a high concentration of customers on 
government assistance programs, double-digit price increases in basic food items like pasta, canned vegetables and tuna, 
have had a meaningful impact on the Save-A-Lot customer. We're responding to this deterioration in purchasing power, as 
well as heightened competition, by refreshing assortments and investing in price by expanding our offerings of key value 
items. We expect that this will not only encourage existing customers to buy more, but will also increase our appeal with 
customers that shop us less frequently. We expect to realize additional efficiencies from our distribution system as well as 
from corporate stores through better management of shrink and labor costs. By doing so, we'll be able to pass these 
savings through to our customers across our 1,300-store network." 
 
Sherry Smith, CFO: "Our first quarter results fell short of expectations and we expect the trends that contributed to the 
shortfall, namely the continued intense price sensitivity on the part of consumers and aggressive promotion and price 
actions by competitors, will continue for some time." 
 
Herkert: "We have – just north of 60% of our customers are on some sort of government assistance, which, as I'm sure 
you are aware, has not been rising in the same time that we've seen food inflation, particularly on the food products that 
are important to our customer at Save-A-Lot. So, the customer's clearly stressed, that would be number one." 
 
Herkert: "…but let's remember that the consumer for that business is very stressed and what we're focused on is dealing 
with that consumer; while at the same time, paying attention to the competitive situation that we find ourselves in and 
responding appropriately." 
 
Herkert: "We are a business with retail across Unites States. We have competitors all over, and so I don't want to get into 
a discussion about what competitor have what impact. I think it's fairly clear that given the economic situation the 
American consumer is in, a lot of grocery competitors are focused on making sure that they have the right value 
proposition for customers. We needed to accelerate our ability to play in that game, and we're doing so." 
 
  

DRUG STORES 
 
  

HOTELS/CASINOS/ENTERTAINMENT 
 

Las Vegas Sands [LVS] Earnings Call 7/26/12: Sheldon Adelson, CEO:  “Our core strength is that we are in 
Asian markets that present significant opportunities for revenue, EBITDA, and free cash flow growth in the 
future.” 
 
Adelson: “There must be something in the wind or in the air or in the food that had a – we didn't have – first of 
all, a lot of big numbers says that we're not going to grow from $100 like we were when we were at $10. So the 
percentage of growth is going to be a smaller number. But anybody who says that the culture that has existed 
for thousands of years and the habits of the Asian people is changing because of one quarter with low hold, I 
think is just missing the boat.” 
 
Robert Goldstein, SVP: “Much has been said about the de-acceleration of the VIP segment, but rumors of its 
death might be greatly exaggerated. Our VIP segment has grown considerably over the past two years due to 
market growth and management focus.” 
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Goldstein: “I don't think the problem resides in the credit.  The problem resides in the demand 
side. We've anecdotally talked to our junket people all the time, and the feedback we're getting is not that they're 
not – still they're cautious with credit as they've always been. I'm not sure it's significantly changed. The 
difference, I think, I believe, both in Singapore and Macao and even in the U.S., is customer demand. We have 
– where there's appetite for credit, we grant it the same way we always have, and we try to be judicious about it. 
But I don't think the junket people, nor do I think our direct sales people, are seeing us pull back on credit. 
You're seeing a pullback in consumer demand.” 
 
Goldstein: “...I think it remains true that Singapore is very, very chunky. It's very, very concentrated. The reality 
of Singapore is that you've got people making large bets with large bankrolls, but they come and go as they 
please. They're not as seasonally driven as you might think...We're disappointed growth hasn't continued. We 
haven't seen it ramp. We had quarters at $15 billion, $16 billion. We're back to $11.5 billion.” 
 
 
Starwood Hotels [HOT] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Frits van Paasschen, CEO: “We began this year amidst fears of 
a U.S. double dip, a hard landing in China and major conflict in the Middle East. By the end of Q1, fears 
subsided and our near-term outlook was more upbeat than it had been for some time. Now here we are one 
quarter later, and headlines are once again taking a more fearful turn. We read reports of slowdowns in China 
and India. Latin America seems to have lost momentum. Europe is in its third summer of discontent, leaving the 
U.S. as a safe haven, despite its own slow recovery and fiscal questions. And yet, even in the face of these 
headlines, our business around the world has held up well.” 
 
Paasschen: “We live in a world where sentiment changes quickly, but we're convinced that long-term growth 
trends have not changed.” 
 
Paasschen: “Europe itself is benefiting from more visitors, not just from the Middle East, but from Asia as well, 
not to mention Americans with their stronger dollars. We still hear some talk in the press of a hard landing in 
China. We have seen a deceleration, but nothing precipitous. It appears to us that the slower growth has to do 
with upcoming government transition and excess supply in a few cities.” 
 
Paasschen: “...in North America as well as Europe and Japan, we're still benefiting from tight supply, especially 
at the high-end. For over a decade now, few new hotels have been added to these markets. So despite 
recoveries, that are tenuous at best, occupancies in big cities are in the high 70s, levels that should keep pushing 
rates up.” 
 
 
Paasschen: “Europe, despite its woes, saw REVPAR up 2% and occupancy at 70%, which is virtually 
unchanged from last year.” 
 
Paasschen: “Looking ahead, for the next two decades, the OECD projects an astounding 3 billion more people 
joining the middle class. This is a transformation on a scale never seen before. Rising wealth means more and 
more people moving to cities, getting jobs and acquiring the means to travel.” 
 
Paasschen: “We see technology as a catalyst for travel, as it puts people in contact, but in the end, you can't text 
a hand shake or download an app that replaces the thrill of a first-hand visit.” 
 
Paasschen: “China's economy is over one-third the size of the U.S., but there are less than one-quarter of the 
high-end hotels to serve that market. So unless you think China will stall permanently, it appears that there's 
much more risk in missing out on the growth than living through the fits and starts inevitable in an economy this 
large and growing this fast.” 
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Paasschen: “The world economy is becoming ever more travel-intensive, thanks to more wealth in more places, 
a smaller world as a result of technology and increasingly global businesses.” 
 
 Vasant Prabhu, CFO: “Of course, with dangerous games of chicken being played in the Eurozone, there is 
always the risk of an accident. Our baseline expectation remains what it was of the start of the year, that the 
Europeans and the rest of the world will continue to do just enough to avoid an unruly break-up of the euro.” 
 
Prabhu: “We are seeing that across our business in China, as government officials maintain a low profile, 
companies put decisions on hold and diplomatic activity is curtailed as everybody waits for the leadership 
change to ripple through. Despite all this, our hotels in North China continue to grow in the double digits.” 
 
Prabhu: “We do not expect the trend in China to improve in the near-term. The leadership transition will not 
happen till late September and there will then be changes at the next levels. Export markets are also unlikely to 
recover soon. As we saw in Shanghai and Beijing, it will take six to nine months for supply and demand to get 
back into balance in the impacted markets.” 
 
Prabhu: “As we look ahead to Q3, momentum remains good in Asian and Middle Eastern markets, as well as 
Sub-Saharan Africa. North Africa has tougher comparisons. We anticipate a slowdown in Latin America, driven 
by the worsening situation in Argentina, where we also benefited from a big soccer event last year.” 
 
Prabhu: “As we look ahead to Q3, we expect current trends to continue. The unprecedented low supply growth 
has helped offset the impact of new normal 1% to 2% economic growth. High occupancies are helping us remix 
our transient business, raise group rates and we anticipate an even better outcome from 2013 corporate rate 
negotiations than the rate increases realized this year.” 
 
Prabhu: “As we enter the back half of 2012, we expect the macro environment to remain uncertain and 
volatile.” 
 
Prabhu: “Exchange rates have moved against us by at least 100 basis points on an annualized basis since we last 
talked. 6% to 8% local currency growth now translates to 3% to 5% dollar growth. Despite these exchange rate 
headwinds, we are maintaining our fee growth expectations at 9% to 11%. We still expect 70 to 80 hotels to 
open this year.” 
 
Prabhu: “The global corporations are... they're on the road. They're traveling. They're doing business. They're 
doing well and demand from the global corporate base, anywhere in the world, is strong. And that really is the 
biggest driver today. That includes some of the group business, too. The high-end leisure traveler is also strong. 
In some parts of the world where local economies have trouble, the local business is a little weak, certainly very 
weak in some parts like Southern Europe, but the global business, whether it's leisure or corporate, remains very 
strong.” 
 
 
Choice Hotels [CHH] Earnings Call 7/27/12. Stephen Joyce, CEO: “Consumers are traveling. We're driving 
record traffic to our hotels. We're seeing both strong RevPAR and global system growth. And we're very 
excited about the accelerating momentum in the franchise development world. In fact this past quarter has been 
the best travel season we have seen in several years, and our franchise development results are very strong, with 
the number of domestic franchise contracts up 54% compared to last year and meaningful gains in both new 
construction and conversion hotel franchises.” 
 
Joyce: “We're seeing positive momentum in conversions and also notably in new construction activity, which 
was up nearly threefold over the last year second quarter.” 
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Joyce: “Looking ahead, while there are a number of macroeconomic challenges on the horizon, slower than the 
hoped for employment gains, uncertainty surrounding the elections here at home and the ongoing challenges in 
Europe, we remain optimistic about our opportunity to continue to grow our business.” 
 
Joyce: “... we've been waiting for this for three and a half years, and it looks like we're finally 
getting into a more normal look at the upswing in the cycle where development will begin to come back, where 
we'll see a lot of conversion opportunities first, but then new construction will follow. And barring something 
unforeseen, it looks like that momentum is building.” 
 
Joyce: “So we've been able to start to replenish our conversion pipeline at a faster rate than the openings coming 
out of it, which is very encouraging to us. And as we look forward in the second 
half of the year, I think we're feeling pretty good about how our brands are positioned to continue to do well on 
the development front.” 
 
Marriott [MAR] Earnings Call 7/12/12: Arne Sorenson, CEO: " I know that first and most important question you may 
have is, are you seeing a slowdown in North America and the answer is no. There is plenty of evidence of continuing 
strength in our lodging business in North America. In North America, year-to-date the Marriott brand's special corporate 
revenue has been strong, up over 8%; group revenue rose 7% year-to-date and group bookings for the second half are 
even stronger. Our strong book of business in 2012 allowed us to drive REVPAR aggressively in the first quarter, but in 
the second quarter strong seasonal demand combined with a continuing recovery yielded an uptick in sellout nights. While 
we were pleased to show 6% REVPAR growth in our company-managed U.S. Marriott hotels during the second quarter, 
we realize that we turned away some high rated business because our hotels were full." 
 
Sorenson: "Getting back to the second quarter, as I said, North American demand was very strong. Renovations at a 
couple of large hotels had a negative impact on REVPAR, but we saw double-digit REVPAR growth in the quarter at our 
company-operated hotels in Miami, Philadelphia, New Orleans, San Diego, and Los Angeles. In fact, at more than 55,000 
rooms in California, system-wide comparable REVPAR rose 10% in the second quarter. Washington DC is another 
important market. In fact, DC is so meaningful that it's weak REVPAR in the quarter reduced our company-operated 
North American REVPAR by a point. But even here there is good news; interest in the upcoming election is starting to 
drive political business to the city. Group revenue bookings in DC for the Marriott brand are up 10% for the second half 
of 2012 and 16% for 2013. 2013 should be a good year overall in this market but we'll have to see how government 
demand shakes out. Next year's government per diems will be set this August and we will be watching this carefully. In 
total, group business in the U.S. was very strong in the quarter. Group revenue for company-operated Marriott Hotels 
increased nearly 8%. Catering revenue increased 7% and remains quite profitable. Looking ahead for the second half of 
the year, group booking pace is up 10%, and 2013 booking pace is up 8%. Just 12 months ago, our 2013 booking pace 
was up only 1%. We are very bullish about pricing in North America in 2013. For group business on the books for next 
year, room rates are running up 4%. On the transient side, we are targeting price increases for special corporate business at 
a high single-digit rate on average." 
 
Sorenson: "Weak economic conditions in Europe, India, and Hong Kong constrained growth, and some small markets 
suffered from oversupply such as Hyderabad in India and Shenzhen and Sanya in China. Occupancies at our hotels in the 
Middle East improved compared to last year's Arab spring results. However, travel wholesalers still aren't jumping back 
into the market. So, we are likely to continue to see volatility here for a while longer. Finally, our hotels in Japan 
recovered from last year's tragic tsunami." 
 
Carl Berquist, CFO: "For the third quarter, we expect worldwide system-wide REVPAR to increase 6% to 8% with 
continued strength in group and special corporate demand in North America. Retail demand should also be strong. The 
recent East Coast storm filled hotels from Ohio to Washington during what was expected to be a slow week. We were 
glad our associates were able to help their communities. Though the summer, we expect high occupancy from the 
Democratic Convention in Charlotte and the Republican Convention in Tampa. Better airlift into the markets in the 
Caribbean and Mexico is also fueling demand. And as mentioned, the London Olympics and the Euro Cup Championship 
should help third quarter demand in Europe. Incidentally, congratulations to Spain on their big win." 
 
Sorenson: "We – our best guess today is that we ought to still be able to open the 90,000 to 100,000 – what is it, 95,000 to 
110,000 – 90,000 to 105,000? 90,000 to 105,000 rooms in 2012, 2013 and 2014 and we don't think we need to pull off of 
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those numbers. I think the biggest story in this is China. And it's not the only place where there is some impact, but in 
China what we're seeing is with a government encouraged slowdown in some respects and again it's all relative, so we're 
not talking about recession environments, but in a government encouraged slowdown, we are seeing some projects which 
were previously under construction, where construction has paused. And I suspect that's dozen hotels, maybe, dozen 
projects order of magnitude. We – our folks on the ground there are very optimistic that they will be restarted, that when 
the government gets through the important political transitions which are underway later this year, and continues its focus 
on developing, particularly some of the secondary and tertiary markets that we'll see these projects resume and move 
forward. We can't tell you for a certainty that all of that's going to work out in a way that causes the 2012 openings to be 
opening in 2013 and all of the 2013 openings to also be opening in 2013 or whether it's possible that some 2013 openings 
will shift to 2014, but we think generally that we are not seeing projects get abandoned and our partners are saying they 
continue to plan to get those things done." 
 
Sorenson: "You are right to ask about D.C. particularly because D.C. would be the market which is most dependent on 
government and government-derived business if you will. We think that we're probably mid single-digits in terms of 
percentage of government business in the U.S. and so this is relevant obviously. The conversation coming out of the 
government is to try and reduce per diems and as a consequence depending on how aggressive they are, they may well be 
pricing their employees at a level where they will not be able to stay in full-service hotels and they will certainly not be 
able to stay in full-service hotels in center cities. And instead will be essentially priced out of the market and pushed to 
limited service hotels in the suburbs and all the consequences associated with that for their productivity and comfort. And 
depending on how hard they push, it's quite possible the government could push too hard and they will hear from their 
folks that it doesn't work and this will get – this will be something that gets revisited. We're engaged in conversations with 
the government to try and do the best we can to manage this. I think the only good news is that in many respects we would 
be in many hotels looking at yielding away from government business anyway because we're seeing higher rated demand 
come back both in group and transient travel in a way that a number of markets would allow hotels that have kind of tried 
to buttress their performance in a weaker demand time with government business increasingly pull away from that." 
 
Sorenson: "Typical hotel would be fairly close. I think the permanent reduction in head count would probably mostly be 
around management staff and how heavy that is and how much we've been able to do above property and do it a little bit 
more efficiently than used to be done on property. But that is likely to affect a relatively small number of people in a 
hotel, the restaurant staff and the housekeeping staff and the other key members of the team that are focused on serving 
our guests as occupancy has gotten back to and now beyond peak levels. So we're performing at occupancy levels which 
are in excess of the 2007 and 2008 levels. I suspect we have seen staffing come most of the way back to where it was 
before." 
 
Host Hotels & Resorts [HST] Earnings Call 7/17/12: Edward Walter, CEO: “Overall, we are extremely pleased with our 
operating results and the progress we are seeing in lodging fundamentals. The key driver of our second quarter results was 
the strong increase in demand in our group business, especially in the higher price segments. The favorable trend that we 
noted in group demand since Q4 of 2011 continued to accelerate in the second quarter as our overall group occupancy 
increased more than 5%. The demand improvement was evident in all of our group segments led by a more than 9% 
increase in our higher rated association business and a 5.5% increase in our corporate business.” 
 
Walter: Looking at the rest of the year, we continue to be encouraged by the positive trends in group business. Group 
bookings in the quarter for the remainder of the year increased 9% compared to the prior year and the average rate on 
those bookings rose by more than 6%. Total bookings for the remainder of the year are now more than 7.5% ahead of last 
year's pace, and the overall rate for the third and fourth quarters has increased well over 2%, indicating revenue 
improvement of 10%. We're also seeing the positive booking activity extend into 2013 in both demand and rate, indicating 
that our group hotels are benefiting from increased business spending and should continue to perform well for the 
remainder of this year and next.” 
 
Larry Harvey, CFO: “Our European joint venture operating results continue to exceed our expectations. Excluding the 
Sheraton Roma, which is under major renovation, RevPAR calculated in constant euros increased 2.8% for the quarter. 
EBITDA margins improved 110 basis points and EBITDA was up 6%. The JV has high-quality assets, and average rate 
for the portfolio was €194 in the quarter.” 
 
Harvey: “As we previously discussed, inbound travel to the Eurozone from the U.S., UK, Asia and the Middle East 
continues to be strong and is a major source of euro lodging demand.” 
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Harvey: “We continue to see improvements in catering, meeting room rental and audio-visual revenues, as well as 
reductions in food and beverage cost as a percentage of revenue.” 
 
Harvey: “Looking to the rest of 2012, we expect that comparable hotel RevPAR will be driven more by both occupancy 
and rate growth, but rate growth should be increasingly more important throughout the year. The additional rate growth 
should lead to solid rooms' flow through even with growth in wage and benefit cost. We expect the positive trends in 
group demand to continue which should help drive growth in banquet and audio-visual revenues and good F&B flow 
through. We expect unallocated cost to increase more than inflation, particularly for sales and marketing where higher 
revenues will increase cost. We also expect utilities to decline slightly for the full year.” 
 
Walter: “But I think one thing that people should expect is that, given the strength that we have at this point for the rest of 
the year, we would expect to see incremental business booked...But I suspect 
that on a relative year-over-year basis, we may not book quite as many rooms as we did last year only because we –we're 
so far ahead of where we were last year.” 
 
Walter: “I'd say expectations have moderated a bit. But clearly the – we're seeing more activity, more opportunity right 
now than we did in the beginning of the year, and I think that – it doesn't surprise me in some ways that that would 
happen. I think conditions are better.” 
 
Walter: “If I were to think about where wages and benefits are going to go for the rest of the year, I suspect that the 
increases in the second half of the year would be slightly north of 3%. That seems to be the trend rate. And my guess is 
that we'd see, kind of, again, looking at it on a per occupied room basis, it would be roughly similar to what we've recently 
experienced.” 
 
Walter: “And as we discuss...about how to pursue opportunities in Europe, the conclusion that we've collectively reached 
at this point is that we would be interested in pursuing opportunities in what I would loosely describe as northern Europe 
and I'd probably focus that more directly on, say, London, Paris and certain of the markets in Germany. Both because 
those are markets that we think will do better from an economic perspective and certainly from the lodging perspective. 
But also, they're markets that attract a fair amount of leisure customers, which I think helps provide a base for those 
markets if the economic situation in Europe were to weaken even further. But generally, I don't think we would – so those 
are the markets we would look at there.”  
 
Walter: “We think that as the country – as the middle-class in Brazil grows larger, they probably aren't going to be staying 
at the higher end hotels, but select service hotels are appropriately positioned to capture that traveler. And – so I think we 
could see some incremental investment in some other select service hotels in a couple of the major markets within Brazil. 
Nothing necessarily imminent, but we are looking at some opportunities there.” 
 
Walter: “The new supply in India is picking up a bit. It's certainly nowhere near the level of what we've seen in China, but 
I'd say right now, we have a cautious outlook on India and are trying to really get a better handle on that as we watch what 
happens with the hotels that we're completing there.” 
 
Walter: “The group bookings in Europe this year have been quite strong and some of that admittedly in London is driven 
by the Olympics, but the Olympics don't drive– our portfolio is pretty well diversified across all of Europe and the reality 
is, is we're seeing relatively good group activity throughout Europe.” 
 
Walter: “...I suspect we'll see some ups and downs through these different markets because that's been the track record for 
the first half of the year. But at the end of the day, we would continue to expect to see this sort of 3% to 4% RevPAR 
growth for the full year that we've experienced for the first half.” 
 
Wynn Resorts [WYNN] Earnings Call 7/17/12: Stephen Wynn, CEO: “...our business levels this year in Las Vegas are 
slightly better than last year, except for hold percentage. In Macau, for the first six months, business was flat. We were 
slightly ahead. The market has gotten more competitive.” 
 
Wynn: “The market is constantly moving and changing, both in terms of the amount of volume that comes into town. It's 
been a rock-and-roll, rollicking several years and that growth rate has slowed down as the base has gotten bigger. And, 
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because Asia is feeling much – to a much lesser extent the kind of uncertainty and economic stress that the rest of the 
world, Europe and the United States, are experiencing. But, I'm hoping that we can be agile enough to adjust to those 
changes. For example, we're improving our high-limit slot business in China physically in the current period.” 
 
Wynn: “we know from 40-odd years of experience that that is a very dangerous path; using credit as a marketing tool is a 
big mistake in gaming and has proven to be so over the decades, which is not to say you shouldn't give the right kind of 
people the right kind of credit, but you can't just try and buy business by extending credit. That ends up poorly. We are 
very conservative about credit.” 
 
Wynn: “It turns out that in the past six months and before we've been too tight. Our collections have improved, I'm happy 
to say, beyond our expectations and so we've made that adjustment this month in order to correct it and be more – and be a 
little less conservative than we have been. And, I think you can see those adjustments. It really does represent real 
earnings that we had but for the first half of the year were suppressed because of our conservatism and we've restored that 
upon the advice of our auditors and based upon our own experience primarily.”  
 
Wynn: “I want to remind everybody that it's okay not to be first sometimes.” 
 
Linda Chen, COO of Wynn Macau: “I definitely don't think any of the slowdown is caused by any of the political or other 
issue...The junkets are being responsible, are controlling credit and so are we. So, part of the slowdown is actually I think 
very healthy control of growth.” 
 
Wynn: “In April, for the first time in 45 years, I saw baccarat go minus for a month, never saw that before. But, on the 
other hand, last year I saw 37% hold. If I was a customer, I might have asked for an investigation. But, those are the kind 
of swings that can take place. April this year was an answer to April last year – or June or July last year where all we did 
was win. And, actually that makes me uncomfortable because I really don't like the customers bump into such terrible bad 
luck. After all, this business is about amusement, self-indulgence on a very special level.” 
 
Wynn: “If we could share more money with the junket operators intelligently, we would do that because they are in fact 
an important part of our business. So, we go out to the redline so to speak. Now, if our competitors see that line 
somewhere else, all the more power to them. But, we are paying attention to the numbers, and we don't agree that we can 
go higher and so we don't.” 
 
Wynn: “We don't overreact. We wait until we see something real and then we deal with it, which maybe makes us a little 
slower sometimes. But, we're not sleepy; we're just careful.” 
 
Wynn: “We opened up Encore at exactly the wrong time, right smack in December of 2008, into the jaws of this 
economic turmoil. And, although it was painful in terms of return on investment, we didn't have any crises or any real 
heartburn about it. We just sucked it up, went straight ahead, took very good care of our properties, took very good care of 
our employees, and had the kind of reserves financially that would take to protect such things. I think we should do the 
same thing going forward.” 
 
Wynn: “I think China, incidentally, is more stable than anyplace else. Europe and the United States are tricky. I think that 
China represents, at least to our family, a more stable environment even if things are a little edgy than anyplace else. They 
seem to have cool leadership, and they are term thinkers, so we'll   behave accordingly.” 
 

HOME FURNISHINGS 
 
Ethan Allen Interiors [ETH] Earnings Call 7/26/12. David Callen VP of Finance & Treasurer: “Certain 
macroeconomic factors that affect our clients have shown improvement, while others continue to be challenging 
along with significant uncertainties in global markets.  
 
Farooq Kathwari, CEO: “During the first two years of the recession, we felt that becoming too aggressive in 
discounting would not expand our reach and could hurt our brand. In the process, we doubled our consumer 
base with higher income demographics and this also enhanced our brand perception of style, quality and 
service.” 
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Kathwari: “The economic conditions remain uncertain and consumer confidence is fragile.  
 
Kathwari: “...the end of the June was somewhat stronger than we had expected even though, as you know, our 
increases were relatively small in written business compared to last year's growth of about 15%...Same is the 
situation in July, that it has like the previous month, started somewhat slower, is building up, and we will see 
how it ends up as we enter into this weekend to close the business.” 
 
Kathwari: “Consumer confidence is impacted by everything that is taking place in the world and the gyrations 
of the stock market from going down 200 points to going up 200 points. Our customer is impacted. So, I think 
that our attitude is that we have to understand the uncertainty, be ready to grow our business, and as I said, be 
cautious about making sure that we manage our costs, our inventories. But we are continuing to invest so that 
we have the ability to grow.” 
 
Kathwari: “One of the last year, one of the major cost increases from the manufacturing side was on lumber 
materials for our – making our upholstery frames. The plywood costs had gone up. Foam cost had gone up. I 
was just looking at our numbers, we spent about $1 million more last year just in those two areas in costs. 
Towards the end of the fourth quarter, they started moderating. So it appears that the plywood costs have 
moderated. The foam costs have moderated. So going into this next fiscal year, I don't see the pressures we had 
last year.” 
 
Kathwari: “So at this stage, from a cost perspective, there are actually somewhat more pressures internationally, 
where we're having cost increases in the products that we're getting from overseas. Domestically again, the 
biggest cost factor is medical costs and workers' compensation.” 
 
  
 FOOTWEAR/APPAREL/ACCESSORIES 
 
Wolverine World Wide [WWW] Earnings Call 7/10/12: Blake Krueger, CEO: "… we achieved record revenue behind 
strong growth in all of our major U.S. business as well as key global markets, including our Latin America distributor 
operations. We're pleased with our performance in the quarter despite the economic uncertainty facing some parts of the 
world and remain well positioned to the drive results in the current environment. It's clear that the global economic 
recovery has yet to fully materialize, and the macroeconomic uncertainty surrounding Europe is having a direct impact on 
the retail environment in that region as well as an indirect spillover effect on several other markets. However, for our 
brands, broad lifestyle trends remain in our favor, driven by a global consumer appetite for authentic heritage brands, 
Americana styling and prep, lightweight and minimalist, boots, and health and wellness. Despite the macroeconomic 
challenges, our brands are winning on a global basis, and we remain focused on exceeding the expectations of our target 
consumers, expanding our international footprint, and as always delivering innovative products. We've been pleased with 
the pace of the incoming orders, which were up at a strong double-digit clip in the quarter, demonstrating the strength of 
our product lines and retailer confidence in our brand." 
 
Krueger: "Despite the challenging retail environment in Europe, strong sales of Merrell Barefoot in Q2 helped lead 
Merrell to a low single-digit sales gain in that region. Merrell Apparel turned in an exceptional quarter of high double-
digit growth due to improved timing of seasonal deliveries, international expansion, and further expansion in the U.S. 
outdoor specialty channel. Despite a challenging outdoor apparel environment in the U.S. due to the carryover effects of 
last winter's unseasonably warm weather, Merrell Apparel has gained broader distribution with its new offerings that 
feature a better value equation for consumers and improved fit and better alignment with Merrell Footwear brand stories 
and product category franchises." 
 
Donald Grimes, CFO: "I will say that we're not letting certain short-term region-specific economic challenges, whether it's 
the macro challenges in Europe or the issues with one of our largest customers in Canada that has mitigated some of our 
growth in the first two quarters of the year. And again, if you go back to – we're comparing ourselves this year to two 
quarters last year in which revenue growth was 16% and 20%, but we're not letting some of those short-term factors make 
us believe and we don't want anyone else listening to the call today to believe that we don't have significant growth 
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opportunities in our current 12-brand portfolio. We expect to get meaningful growth from the four brands that we're going 
to be acquiring later in the year. And we still have plenty of organic growth opportunities with the brands that we 
currently have." 
 
Krueger: "I think, frankly, the retailers themselves for the last six or nine months have been a little more conservative than 
the actual consumer. The actual consumer, especially in the United States, it has been a pretty robust environment for 
footwear and in most parts of the world. I think the retailers, though, have been looking at Europe wondering what's going 
to happen and have been trying to push a little bit more of the inventory carrying burden back on vendors and brand 
owners like us. So my impression right now is despite the fairly warm winter and fall last year, retailer inventories in the 
United States are in very good shape. We've had a number of large retailers frankly tell us that we placed our orders, we 
truly believe we're under-bought for fall, for example, but we just expect you to have the inventory on hand when we 
come back to you. So we don't especially like that. We wouldn't have ordered it up that way, but that's the reality in the 
current environment and certainly something we feel we can deal with." 
 
Krueger: "Merrell had a low single-digit increase in Europe in the quarter, which frankly is quite an accomplishment in 
the current environment. Some of that is driven by – quite a bit of that was driven by Barefoot and Barefoot derivatives. I 
would say as a region, Europe has been the first region as a whole to really get on the Barefoot lightweight, minimalist 
bandwagon, more so than some other parts of the world. And so that was one of the reasons for Merrell's pretty great 
performance in Europe in the quarter. The rest of the macroeconomic environment over there remains very tough. It's 
going to be tougher on some other industries than footwear. As you know, footwear does fairly well in a choppy 
environment, in a downdraft environment as a product category. There is a lot of consumer want in footwear, the footwear 
industry, but there is also a lot of consumer need, and footwear tends to do better in a little bit tougher economic 
environment. So Europe is a challenge at the movement. It will be a challenge for our industry, but probably as an 
industry we'll come out of this better than most." 
 
Levi Strauss [8089Z] Earnings Call 7/10/12: Chip Bergh, CEO: "Our second quarter results reflect the intensifying 
macroeconomic headwinds around the world. As many multinational apparel and consumer goods companies have 
indicated, growth markets, particularly those in Asia, have begun to exhibit a broad slowing trend. And conditions in 
Southern Europe worsened."  
 
Blake Jorgensen, CFO: "Our spring season represents the tail end of the peak cotton prices in the products we sourced last 
year. And while our price increases have partially offset these costs, we determined that additional price increases in this 
economic environment would not benefit our results." 
 
Jorgensen: "The Americas grew net revenue a modest 1%. Increased Levi's brand sales at retail and dENiZEN brand sales 
at Target were offset by lower sales to certain major wholesale customers. Sales to lower margin channels also declined. 
In Europe, net revenues were down 10% on a reported basis and 2% on a constant currency basis. While net revenues 
have increased in our own stores, sales to franchises and traditional wholesale customers continued to decline, reflecting 
the ongoing difficult economic conditions in Europe. In Asia Pacific, we experienced the first overall business decline in 
two years, as net revenues were down 12% on a reported basis and 9% on a constant currency basis. Growth continued in 
China, but has slowed significantly and this more tempered growth was offset by declines in other markets in the region. 
This was especially true in India where we saw a substantial drop in consumer demand. We are concerned about the 
economic factors in Asia Pacific and we are looking at ways to address the situation as the region has been a growth 
engine for some time." 
 
Jorgensen: "Looking ahead, we continue to be cautious due to the ongoing troubled economic environment. While the 
high cost of cotton will abate during the third quarter, the increasingly global economic challenges may continue to put 
pressure on our margins."  
 
Bergh: "…clearly GDP is slowing down in the big markets in Asia. So GDP growth rates have dropped by a couple of 
points in both China and India here recently, little bit of an inflation effect. And the consumer is pulling back. I mean 
that's really simply what we are seeing, particularly true in China and India where we have decent sized businesses." 
 
Bergh: "Yeah, I think if you go region by region, here in the U.S. I think there's – we're on shaky grounds a little bit right 
now. I think retailers are going to play it pretty safe in the second half of the year. We'll see that from an inventory, how 
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they manage their inventory and open-to-buys, particularly true in Southern Europe and I think we're going to see more of 
it with our partners in Asia as well." 
 
Bergh: "Obviously last year, a very difficult year with us. I mean, it appears that while the economy has not returned to 
normal, it has certainly stabilized to some extent and our business has also stabilized. But 
– or obviously continue to be cautious there, no different than we are in any market around the world. We're working very 
hard to improve our business and improve the channels in which our business goes through, as well as our own retail 
stores there and we think we're seeing some benefits, but it's still real early to tell." 
 
Jorgensen: "Only thing I would add is to the extent that you think about Eastern Europe, Russia, our business in Russia 
has done well. It's obviously still small there, but as the economy's improved in Russia, our business has improved. And 
we've done well in the Middle East, even though once again that's a small business. I think they haven't seen as much of 
the broader economic that had more social impact there, but our businesses have sustained pretty well. But as Chip said, 
our overall worry is the broad economy in Europe and while the South is bearing the brunt of a lot of the unemployment, 
the consumer is cautious almost everywhere in that market, including big markets like France and Germany." 
 
Bergh: "I think that's a great point. Just I guess one other comment, our business is modestly down in Germany right now 
and Germany has got one of the strongest economies in Europe. And it's fundamentally, again it's a consumer thing, that 
consumer, the German consumer is a fairly conservative consumer anyway. They're being very conservative with their 
shopping dollars. And they're just postponing things, postponing purchases." 
 
  

HOUSING/CONSTRUCTION 
 
D.R. Horton [DHI] Earnings Call 7/27/12: Donald Tomnitz, CEO:  “We do still continue to see challenges with 
evaluations on appraisals, more specifically with the VA loans than with other loan products. And there are a 
handful of markets that seem to have more ongoing challenges than some other markets. But generally it's just 
an ongoing annoyance, but not a huge impediment.” 
 
Tomnitz: “...clearly our position in the north is small and frankly, if you take a look at the markets in our north 
region, they're small and they continue to be weak. And so, as a result it's an insignificant number really, but 
those markets have been hit a lot harder and they are slow to recover. And largely, if you take a look at -- some 
of them just have high unemployment still, and their state economies are weak.” 
 
Tomnitz: “just to be clear, we are optimistic about the housing market today, but we are also realizing that the 
U.S. economy is still weak and so I wouldn't say we are stepping on any accelerator, we are just adjusting to 
each market and trying to take profitable market share from our competitors.” 
 
Tomnitz: “We clearly are focused on one thing, we're not going to take the hook at this early stage in the 
housing recovery with the weak macroeconomic scenario that we see and bet the balance sheet of this company 
that we've cleaned up so nicely, and it's the strongest it's ever been, just because of the fact that there are a lot of 
people out there thinking that land prices are – need to be a lot higher than what they deserve to be.” 
 
Tomnitz: “I think the key today is that the banks are – have obviously gone through a very difficult 
time period themselves, and as I read, they are still not willing to lend to very many people, including well 
capitalized and strong balance sheet companies like D.R. Horton. So clearly they are not in the game to lend to 
the small and medium size builders.” 
 
Tomnitz: “...I think there needs to be some small but rather consistent increasing in valuations on houses and 
land and lots such that the banks feel comfortable that they are not going to be taking a write-down after having 
made the loan three months later.” 
 
PulteGroup Inc [PHM] Earnings Call 7/26/12: Richard Dugas, CEO:  “We have been pleasantly surprised as 
demand throughout the selling season and extending into these initial weeks of July has exceeded our 
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expectations. In some areas, demand may even be a little overheated as start dates are getting pushed out too far, 
so in select communities we are purposely constraining sales.” 
 
Dugas: “Unemployment remains above 8%, and many experts place the real number much higher. The most 
recent consumer sentiment numbers showed meaningful weakness with most of the overall decline being in 
how consumers viewed future prospects for the national economy. Interest rates have been low for a long time, 
and while they continue to drift lower, you have to wonder how much of an incremental impact this really has, 
and there are growing concerns over singular events ranging from a European meltdown to fiscal cliffs.” 
 
Dugas: “Consumers do not have a lot of choices, as many of the newer existing homes are often in the wrong 
location, while older homes are not always in great condition. A check of the month's supply of homes in many 
of today's stronger markets shows a large drop in available new and resale inventory over the past several 
quarters.” 
 
Dugas: “While urgency and fear of loss are important, over the long term, sustaining the recovery in housing 
will require an improving economy and greater job creation. Given all the market positives ranging from 
mortgage rates at historic lows and homes priced at compelling values to the innovative new floor plans we are 
offering, we are very optimistic about housing demand. That being said, we are keeping a watchful eye on the 
macro trends, which ultimately need to turn more positive for the recovery to expand further.” 
 
Dugas: “Only Chicago continues to struggle, but even that market seems to have bottomed. That isn't to say a 
Chicago recovery is in sight, but the market seems to be moving sideways rather than down. We also saw 
noticeable gains for our Texas operations in the quarter, as those economies remain a bright spot for the 
country.” 
 
Dugas: “Given the demand trends through the first couple of quarters, I would say that we are seeing an 
expanded opportunity to raise price in a growing number of markets. Pricing may not be available in every 
community in each market, but in our well-located communities, our operators are looking to move prices 
higher.” 
 
Dugas: “The Southeast, gosh, all I can say is steady as she goes with continued improvement in most markets. 
Florida continues to be excellent. And you didn't mention the Southwest, which is probably our strongest 
market in terms of overall demand levels. So we're very pleased with what we've seen through the quarter, 
handily beating our expectations.” 
 
Robert O'Shaughnessy, CFO: “We are seeing a little bit of pressure on things like lumber, not outside what we 
expected. In some of the hotter markets, we're starting to see some material cost increase, so for example, 
concrete, but, again, not huge differentials.” 
 
O’Shaughnessy: “What we are experiencing, I think, is a shortage of labor in certain markets and that's going to 
start to pressure pricing we think. So in certain markets, we've granted some price increases on labor. And so, 
again, that's in the markets that are relatively hot right now.” 
 
Dugas: “...the market overall, I would say, is likely to be a little bit labor constrained as the demand comes 
back. So from kind of running a smart business, in our opinion, it might not be smart to let your backlog run out 
a year ahead or 15 months ahead. And frankly, in a few markets, we could have done that in Q2 and we decided 
not to. We'd rather take the price. We'd rather take the margin. We're at a 75% presale versus spec mix. We're 
extremely proud of that, and frankly, think that that provides us not only cash flow benefits, but also margin 
benefits, et cetera.” 
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Dugas: “We are optimistic about the balance of this year and into next year, if for no other reason than there's a 
whole bunch of people that have been sitting on the sidelines that want to get in. I think we can take housing 
higher from here. The question is, how high?” 
 
Dugas: “I think the overall level of demand for new housing this year is clearly up fairly dramatically from last 
year, but I do think it'll follow a fairly typical seasonal pattern.” 
 
O’Shaughnessy: “...because of the increase in sales, we're actually closing on transactions sooner. So if it's the 
next take on an option transaction and development to put homes into production for 2013 and 2014. So it's 
actually to feed the increased demand that we're seeing. And in terms of the recent vintage of acquisitions, I 
would say we are not expecting a decline in margins as a result of that at all.” 
 
United Rentals [URI] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Michael Kneeland, CEO:  “...we now expect full-year time utilization to be 
at 68% on a pro forma basis and this is the same as of last year, which is a record for United Rentals.” 
 
Kneeland: “Fluctuations and indicators like the ABI are making it difficult to pin down the path of this recovery.” 
 
Kneeland: “Our customers are not just optimistic now at mid-year as they were six months ago, in some cases even more 
so. Their telling us that it's competitive out there but it's active and we're hearing the same thing from our branches.” 
 
Kneeland: “Commercial construction's still lagging but there's a sense that the turnaround is in sight and most likely by 
mid 2013.” 
 
Kneeland: “Now virtually every construction forecasting service shows some level of market growth in 2012 and for the 
equipment rental industry Global Insight latest outlook shows a bullish 9.5% increase in equipment rental revenues, which 
is several points higher than their forecast for the increase in construction spending.” 
 
William Plummer, CFO: “...in terms of rental rates, as I mentioned earlier, we now expect rental rates to be up for the 
year. It'll be up about 6.5% for the full year, and that's compared to our prior outlook of 6%. The momentum that we're 
experiencing right here and now gives us that confidence that we certainly should be able to hit that 6%.” 
 
Kneeland: “...we're negotiating around our 2013 purchase plans and we feel good about how that has progressed so far. So 
the price environment still is pretty decent for us. And we'll continue to drive a hard bargain, as we always do.” 
 
A.O. Smith [AOS] Earnings Call 7/18/12: John Kita, CFO: “...when you get to the fourth quarter, certainly we expect 
commercial to be down compared to last year because of that pre-buy that happened and fourth quarter volumes on the 
residential side, again, we would say it would be flat to maybe up a little bit, but that's hard to call in the fourth quarter.” 
 
Paul Jones, CEO: “we continue to remain positive on our growth in China. We expect our growth of A. O. Smith branded 
products in the second half of the year will be at a low-teens rate compared with 18% in the first half resulting in a full 
year growth rate of 15%. The growth rate in the second half will be impacted by more difficult year-over-year 
comparisons as well as our belief that some of our distributors are carrying larger inventories than normal levels as a 
result of our new product introduction and a slowdown in retail store sales.” 
 
Jones: “...we expect water heater volumes in the U.S. to remain at approximately 2011 levels due to the stable 
replacement and non-discretionary nature of our products. Given the pre-buy we experienced in the second quarter and the 
normal seasonality of water heaters we expect to see in the third quarter, we believe we will experience lower volumes in 
the third quarter which will bring our customer inventory levels back in line with our 2012 volume assumptions.” 
 
Jones: “...given the challenging macro environment in the Euro zone, I want to remind you that we have minimal exposure 
to that region.” 
 
Ajita Rajendra, COO: “We see that the sell-through has come down, but what we saw, when you look at the first half, that 
the second quarter was actually a little better sell-through in China than the first quarter. So even though – so they're 
getting mixed signals coming out of China. Everyone expects things to slow down, but the second quarter was – the sell-
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through was a little better than the first quarter. But overall, I think people feel that the government is going to act quickly 
to turn things around and, over the next few months, things will turn around in China. 
 
Rajendra: “The replacement market is – the products are lasting a little longer and so that's impacting the replacement 
market. But the other phenomenon that we saw during this turn down is that there is a discretionary component to that 
replacement market where people replace their water heaters because they're looking for more hot water, even though it's 
not broken or unusable. And so we saw the recession impact of that portion of the replacement market, also.” 
 
Jones: “...the biggest piece of the growth is new store openings right now because the economy has slowed in China.” 
  

RETAIL 
 

Fifth & Pacific Co Inc [FNP] Earnings Call 7/26/12: William McComb, CEO: “I realized that there are 
widespread external concerns about Europe and even a slowdown in China. Our exposure of the continental 
Europe, though, is limited and we are still nascent in China, even with Kate Spade and Juicy Couture's presence 
there.” 
 
McComb: “Our direct to consumer business in Canada also has begun to turnaround as well, with the same 
strong product and merchandising strategies that turned the U.S. fleet. And wholesale is working well, as I said, 
and is now growing again. We expect continued progress here with the launch of Ginger, Lucky Brand's plus 
size product offering, which has been very well received.” 
 
McComb: “For each of the deliveries for January through June, we initially allocated anywhere from 20 to 30% 
fewer units. This was the result of being overly conservative, yes, but equally just plain poor planning and even 
more to the point, poor planning processes...So on top of just being overly conservative on units bought, the 
allocation of product really foiled our results. We were lightest on the best product, had poor size allocations to 
the stores, and the replenishment mechanism was neither nimble nor responsive.” 
 
McComb: “The business in Asia and the Middle East continues to perform very well, and we're seeing a very 
positive response to the fashion apparel here, too. International sales for these regions were up 25% for the 
quarter, with comps for our stores operated by our partners in greater China up 10.5% and comps for the Middle 
East up 2%.” 
 
McComb: “So in Europe, the business is – it's good. It's strong. We don't have a huge footprint on the continent. 
We have a sort of a niche presence. We have a specialty wholesale presence, the Mom and Pop shops, through a 
distributor in Europe on the continent.” 
 
McComb: “Germany continues to look like, at the consumer level, a good strong market, and obviously the 
south of Europe is troubled. The business in England is strong, and the consumer there – I mean we mostly are a 
London business, metro London. So, I can't speak to the north, and I can't speak to Scotland, but the markets, 
the centers, that we're in the traffic profiles in London are still good.” 
 
McComb: “even in a market line China where we've got a good business, our presence is still emerging or 
nascent. And so, we have a lot of upside potential there, and I know you guys are all freaked out about China's 
slowing. It's slowing to GDP growth of 7%. I mean it's a very robust market still. Some of the luxury brands 
that have enjoyed year upon year upon year, or quarter upon quarter upon quarter of growth, they're seeing 
slowing. I mean for us, it's still the wild, wild west with a great opportunity and strong brands.” 
 
McComb: “We won't be stupid or timid, but we're also not going to be gun shy...within proven business models, 
within the brands. And that's an important theme that I believe in personally. I don't want to get reckless, and I 
don't want to get ahead of ourselves here. But the square footage expansion is coming.” 
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McComb: “July was very spotty and very inconsistent, which is kind of what we see in July in general. So 
there, we see some good performance on some days, and we see some days when there's just not a lot of traffic 
in the month.” 
 
RadioShack  [RSH] Earnings Call 7/25/12. James Gooch, CEO: “...profitability was below our expectations. 
Gross margin was a significant issue, largely driven by the profitability in our mobility business. While we're 
pleased with the sales increases in mobility, our margins still remained under pressure.” 
 
Gooch: “On the international side, we're seeing continued strength and growth in our Mexico business, and we 
also recently announced a master franchise agreement in Southeast Asia, and we have a new joint venture 
relationship in mainland China.” 
 
Gooch: “Even though we expect to see the top line sales growth, we will continue to see margin pressure mainly 
from the mobility challenges...” 
 
Dorvin Lively, CFO: “Another area where we've also invested is in headphones. This category has been a solid 
growth category for us and we look for continued growth.” 
 
Gooch: “I think the business from a traffic perspective is performing fairly consistent with where both sides 
would like it to be. But the overall margin pressure in the industry is real accentuated in that business, since 
that's the only piece that's part of our partnership.” 
 
Gooch: “Into the third quarter, we see sales up. We're going to continue to have gross margin challenge. We 
will start to see some of these benefits rolling in in the third and fourth quarter.” 
 
 

FOOD & BEVERAGES 
  
Hershey Co. [HSY] Earnings Call 7/26/12: Humberto Alfonso,CFO: “Commodity spot markets continued to be 
volatile, and we expect that volatility to continue in the coming months...Given our gross margin gains for the 
first six months of the year, we now expect adjusted gross margin to increase 100 to 120 basis points versus our 
previous estimate of 90 to 100 basis points.” 
 
Alfonso: “On a reported basis, net sales in our targeted focus markets, Mexico, China, Brazil, and India, were 
about flat due to the impact of foreign currency exchange rates. Despite the stronger U.S. dollar, on a local 
currency basis we're pleased with our overall sales performance in these markets. Our business has continued to 
grow above category growth rates.” 
 
John Bilbrey, CEO:  “The real magic in so much of our growth algorithm and in our strategies is that we have 
these wonderful markets where you have GDP growth. The category is growing with GDP 
growth, and we can participate in those markets, as we talked back in New York, that t that's not just a high-cost 
battle for share. That's category growing. All manufacturers are participating. Consumers are entering the 
category, so it's very, very I efficient to be able to grow that way. And then we're very fortunate that we have a 
significant position in such a great market like North America.” 
 
Bilbrey: “The instant consumable business is doing well. Convenience continues to do very well. Front end has 
continued to do well...those are the places where it's a bit softer for us than maybe we would have liked. But I 
think we understand what's happening in the category, so it doesn't cause alarm bells. We're still going through 
a period of time where we said volume would be back to 100% by the end of the year.” 
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Coca-Cola Company [KO] Earnings Call 7/17/12. Ahmet Muhtar Kent, CEO: “We're delivering consistent top-line 
performance in line with our 2020 Vision and long-term growth targets, despite an increasingly unpredictable global 
economy.” 
 
Kent: “We recognize that consumers across the globe continue to feel the effects and impacts of prolonged uncertainty in 
Europe, the further cooling of the economy in China, and a protracted recovery here in the United States.” 
 
Kent: “China's GDP growth rate is at a three year low, yet still above 7%. As anticipated, the broader beverage industry in 
China has felt the impact of this economic slowdown. Despite this, our business in China delivered 7% growth in the 
second quarter, while cycling a strong 21% growth from last year.” 
 
Kent: “Our clear focus on building our business for sustainable growth provides us with confidence that China will 
continue to serve as a double-digit growth market over the long-term.” 
 
Kent: “Our business in Japan delivered yet another quarter of strong growth, with volume up 4%, bringing our year-to-
date growth in this important critical market to up to 4% as well on a year-to-date basis. Importantly, these results in Japan 
were broad-based, with growth seen across all channels, including convenience stores, as well as vending. And our Japan 
business gained both volume and value share in the nonalcoholic ready-to-drink beverage category this quarter.” 
 
Kent: “...we expect our third quarter volume results in Japan to moderate below our 4% year-to-date trend, as we enter 
what is forecasted to be a cooler summer season when compared to last summer's historically record hot temperatures. 
Having said that, we remain confident that our system in Japan is well aligned and in a strong position to deliver full-year 
low single-digit growth in 2012.” 
 
Kent: “In the Philippines, we are working with local partners to implement a pilot business skills training program and 
we're now in the process of scaling up this program nationwide to economically empower 100,000 women store owners 
and operators by 2020. We believe there is no better investment we can make to spur economic growth and foster 
sustainable development.” 
 
Kent: “we expect our 2012 growth results in Brazil to hold steady at low to single – mid – low to mid-single-digits, 
especially in light of recent revisions to the Brazilian economy's GDP forecast for the remainder of this year. Our Eurasia 
and Africa business extended its momentum, growing a strong 12% in the quarter and 11% year-to-date, including solid 
11% year-to-date growth for brand Coca-Cola. This group's overall performance was once again led by India, which grew 
a strong 20% for both the quarter and year-to-date, delivering balanced and consistent growth across all beverage 
categories.” 
 
Kent: “...our business in Europe is now down 2% on a year-to-date basis, cycling 3% growth from prior year. This past 
quarter, Europe was challenged by both historically unseasonable inclement whether, as well as ongoing macro 
uncertainties. Despite this, our business in Europe held share in nonalcoholic ready-to-drink beverages, as well as 
sparkling beverages, while capturing both volume and value share in still beverages.” 
 
Gary Fayard, CFO: “We delivered solid results this quarter, demonstrating, once again, that despite an unpredictable 
environment, our global system is well positioned to execute our strategic plans in alignment with our 2020 Vision.” 
 
Fayard: “...we continue to expect our full-year 2012 consolidated price/mix results to come in between 1% and 2%, in line 
with our long-term target range.” 
 
Fayard: “Our gross margins softened a little further this past quarter, particularly in late May and June. This sequential 
trend is being driven by both ongoing currency headwinds, as well as by changes in channel and package mix across 
markets, as today's economic conditions are leading consumers to temporarily shift their channel and package preferences. 
As we look ahead, we anticipate that these currency and mix shift headwinds will continue through 2012. As such, we 
now expect our full-year 2012 comparable gross margin to come in below our second quarter gross margin, with this 
headwind primarily observed in the third quarter of 2012.” 
 
Fayard: “We now expect our third quarter operating expense leverage to range between a negative three and negative five 
points. However, this pressure on operating expense leverage is expected to reverse in the fourth quarter, especially as we 
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benefit from having two additional selling days in the fourth quarter, enabling us to achieve slightly positive operating 
expense leverage on a full-year basis.” 
 
Fayard: “as we reach the halfway point of 2012, we find ourselves navigating through a challenging global economy. The 
recovery in the United States remains moderate and consumer sentiment is still challenged. Consumers in Europe are 
feeling the effects of that region's prolonged macroeconomic uncertainty. And the economy in China, while still growing, 
continues to demonstrate signs of cooling. But it's important to put today's challenges and our business results in the 
proper perspective. For while consumers may be feeling some pressure in these markets, we continue to execute with 
excellence. We are earning price and gaining value share in North America, while sequentially improving profitability. 
We're holding our share in Europe, while investing in our brands for long-term growth. And we're delivering double-digit 
transactions growth in China, as we solidify our leadership across multiple categories in this growing market.” 
 
Kent: “When you look at BRICS, Brazil, Russia, India, China and the sub-Saharan Africa referred to as the BRICS 
nations, we grew in Q2, a combined plus 8%. And so it's worth noting that those markets represent nearly 400 million 
cases of incremental growth last year and so we continue to generate significant growth in those emerging markets. And 
we continue to create growth in developed markets like Japan, which you saw in this past quarter, as well as the United 
States, ninth consecutive quarter of growth in the United States. And when we first talked about that, again, in the midst of 
economic turmoil back two year and two and a half years ago, very few people thought that we could achieve that.” 
 
Fayward: “So in North America, I think what we're seeing and what we saw happen actually in the United States is in 
about mid-May, we started seeing consumer shifts. And the consumer started changing behavior. We think temporarily, 
but I think it's just – you pick up the newspaper, you turn on the television and you see economic – huge economic issues 
all over the world, whether it's no job creation in the U.S. to all of the issues in Europe, China slowing somewhat. And 
what we then saw was the consumer change go more toward future consumption, packages and channels versus 
immediate consumption. And one of the things that's a little surprising and I think we'll have to see how this goes. And I 
think it's for sure a temporary shift, but as the price of gasoline came down kind of in that May, June time period, 
normally what you would see, particularly in convenience retail, is your immediate consumption should go up and it did 
not.” 
 
Kent: “In Q2, we had about 11 countries, out of our sort of top 22 markets that had IC growth. And the primary reason for 
that was the very, very, very poor summer in – the start to the very poor summer in Europe. And so I think that is also an 
important factor that has to be kept in mind. It was a very unseasonable situation in Europe and hopefully it'll reverse 
itself in the coming months.” 
 
Kent: “We've just finished one of the most successful Euro activations. We have just embarking upon the Olympics 
programs, which globally are going to be activated in over 100 markets. We've never had that happen before. We've 
reached the greenestmever Olympics. We believe that our business is very strong in Europe...I think there has been an 
anomaly in the weather, but, having said that, if you look at the past in the last two years, Europe has really performed 
better than expectations, given how bad the consumer sentiment was deteriorating in Europe. And this should not be taken 
as a kind of a fall off the cliff, but certainly Europe is continuing – going to continue to be challenging as an environment, 
but our business gets essentially stronger in Europe because our brands are stronger.” 
 
Kent: “In terms of regions, I think the northern regions and the regions, more inland regions, are doing a little better than 
the coastal regions in China and I think we'll continue to see that throughout the year, as some consumers have moved 
back into the central and inland regions of China, given some of the slowing down of the export businesses along the 
coast.” 
 
Kent: “...we feel confident, despite the volatility, that we would be looking at reiterating our long-term targets of 3% to 
4% volume growth. And again, that we manage a great portfolio of 206 markets, and we believe that based on our both 
marketing programs, as well as our strength of our brands and the strength of our system, that we would be able to 
reiterate our long-term growth target in terms of volume of 3% to 4%, for not just the remaining part of the year but going 
into the future.” 
 
Pilgrims Pride [PPC] Earnings Call 7/27/12. William Lovette, CEO: “Market prices have been lackluster but 
simultaneously feed cost have been rising. This is something our industry needs to solve. Supply for feed 
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ingredients will continue to be volatile and we will not be able to rely on cheap, relatively cheap corn and soy 
meal to drive profitability.” 
 
Lovette: “If corn is to be rationed, all proteins and grain based foods will participate in the rationing process. 
The chicken industry will not be the only ones impacted, America and the rest of the world will face the 
consequences of the drought in the ethanol mandate through food inflation.” 
 
Lovette: “The chicken industry needs to maintain production levels that can be sustained profitably in the 
current cost environment. Supply needs to be – needs to remain balanced with real demand in such a way that 
we aren't seeing product discounted into a weak market.” 
 
Charles von der Heyde, Head of Commodity Risk Management and Export: “We are well aware of the dramatic 
changes in the corn and soybean supply-demand figures. That is during the last 30-plus days caused by what is 
now called one of the worst weather disasters in decades.” 
 
Heyde: “It's also important to remember that against most currencies, the U.S. dollar is on average 15% stronger 
than the same time last year. That means that corn that importers along the road are paying about 15% more in 
their local currency on top of what the market has [indiscernible].” 
 
Heyde: “...soybean meal, also looks extremely tight. For the first time on record, we had weather-related 
production losses in both South and North America. For the coming six months, U.S. is the cheapest available 
origin.” 
 
Heyde: “Given the high grain prices and stronger U.S. dollar, a large increase in South American acreage is to 
be expected. I would expect double-digit growth to be happening. As far as our current position, we have both 
corn and soybean new purchase forward at better than current market prices...” 
 
Lovette: “...the industry has been relatively well-disciplined staying underneath 2011 production levels and I 
believe that the industry recognizes what happened in 2011 as a result of overproduction coupled with far more 
than expected cost increases and volatility in corn and soy market and I believe that will help us be more 
disciplined as we know that our cost is going to be higher. As far as the hens slaught goes, our hens slaught size 
is as low as it's been since 1996 albeit more productive, but we have not as an industry been pricing more 
pullets in the field than we had a year ago, so that, again, will help us be constrained and disciplined.” 
 
Lovette: “...it basically comes down to the old crop price versus the new crop price. And as 
you're feeding birds with old crop corn at levels that crop was purchased and then as you move into the new 
crop, which is significantly higher in price, then you have a different ball game. And if you pencil out a 
breakeven using the futures curve, then you realize that prices have to go up. And I think recent history has told 
us that the only way that prices are going to go up in this business is that the industry remains disciplined in its 
supply and keep supply and demand balanced.” 
 
Lovette: “Consumers are still nervous and unsure about the feature unemployment remaining at a very high 
level historically has also played a part and then the economic situation globally has played a part as well. There 
is just a lot of uncertainty with consumers right now.” 
 
Lovette: “We employ a combination of both physical buying forward and use of derivatives and we thought, as 
the market thought, we were going to have the cheaper corn prices and the new crop, that turned out not to be 
the case with of the drought...” 
 
Lovette: “And with higher corn and soy prices, I believe that the industry will continue to not 
allow that weight to go up on a per head basis. So it's really those two indicators, the number of head and the 
average weight per head that will be a major determinant in breast meat prices.  
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HOUSEHOLD & PERSONAL PRODUCTS 
 

Colgate-Palmolive [CL] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Bina Thompson, VP of Investor Relations: “The 
macroeconomic environment in Europe continues to be difficult, with low consumer confidence and high 
unemployment in many countries. But despite that, we were able to achieve positive volume and organic sales 
growth. And as well, the decline in price, largely the result of increased in-store activity, was the lowest it has 
been in 10 quarters.” 
 
Thompson: “Latin America, the strong growth momentum continues throughout Latin America. Organic sales 
growth accelerated from the first quarter to over 15% despite a much more difficult year over year comparison.” 
 
Ian Cook, CEO: “There has specifically in Mexico been a step up in promotional activity. We've seen 
competitors, or a specific competitor, promoting at 80% level year to date, in some months at a 90% level. And 
yet we're still building market share. And in Venezuela obviously we executed the pricing changes that were 
mandated by the government.” 
 
Cook: “We have no buyer's remorse on Sanex. We continue to be thrilled and we continue to believe in Europe. 
We think the Europeans, or the Greeks, will still brush their teeth in euros or drachma. And the Sanex business 
is increasing our market shares in the more than body wash and underarm categories. The innovation stream we 
have in Europe in the countries that Sanex is in today is strong.” 
 
Cook: “...the reason why you can't offset the kind of significant foreign exchange swings that we had in the 
second quarter was the speed of the change.” 
 
Cook: “...from an organic point of view, we expect to see continued positive organic growth for the balance of 
the year, balancing the volume with the price and continuing to build with the innovation we have including the 
Optic Rinse talked about a little bit earlier.” 

 
 

Tupperware Brands Corp [TUP] Earnings Call 7/25/12. E.V. Goings: “...despite the challenges of the 
macroeconomic environment, we saw 20% growth in both Spain and Portugal.” 

 
Goings: “In Tupperware Australia, an established market, I am pleased to say that we're seeing light and 
stabilization with the sales force and sales this past quarter reaching almost last year's level. We put a new 
country president in place a year ago and he's really making a difference.” 
 
Goings: “In our U.S. Tupperware business, we had a lower and less active sales force that led to a decrease in 
the quarter. One of the biggest areas of opportunity is with our Hispanic population there, and we're engaging 
this segment with new recruiting and marketing campaigns.” 
 
Goings: “In Europe, contrary to what you may read Europe is not going to fall into the Mediterranean, although 
it sells newspapers. Politicians there are showing a never before level of commitment and flexibility as they 
work to hold euroland together. And they're driven by two major things: a desire for peace and economic 
necessity.” 
 
Goings: “CIS under Putin/Medvedyev, Russian style, but it works and I feel good. Nordics looks good. 
Germany looks good. We get down into Turkey. Looks good. Greece. Who cares, it's too small. Italy, 66 
governments since the Second World War. It's stability Italian-style. 
And then we turn it up. Benelux looks good. And it is interesting in France. Even under Hollande, an interesting 
perspective, most of the dramatic changes in government with regard to repositioning government spending to 
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be less happened under Mitterand, who was an extreme left wing. So we – because he had the ability to bring 
the assembly with him. So I feel OK about Europe.” 
 
Goings: “Now I know when somebody reads the recent talk of China's economy slowing, two things are 
important to remember. Number one, it's still growing at 7.5%. And number two, the government, which is very 
directive, has been proactive with the stimulus. As a matter of fact they cut borrowing rates to stimulate the 
economy twice in one month.” 
 
Michael Poteshman, CFO: “...our main upsides were in South America in Brazil and Venezuela, in Germany, 
CIS, and Malaysia-Singapore. The downsides were in France, Tupperware Japan, Nutrimetics Australia, 
Tupperware U.S. and Canada, and Fuller Mexico.” 
 
Goings: “We have the flexibility when we do it right – and we don't always do it right – to that if in fact you 
notice in our markets that all of a sudden unemployment has gone, for example in Spain to north of 20%, you 
don't have to spend your money recruiting there anymore because that recruiting pool out there is just so 
significant. What we have to do there though, is because there is high unemployment, that means there's 
softness on disposable income. So we have to redeploy what we normally would have spent on recruiting to 
now getting the customer to come to a Tupperware party and incentives for her to come, plus we need to be 
very, very creative on and what products can we sell to her that she would be willing to spend money during a 
difficult time.” 
 
WD-40 [WDFC] Earnings Call 7/9/12: Garry Ridge, CEO: "While price increases implemented to-date helped to alleviate 
higher input costs, our margin was impacted by other factors in the third quarter. We experienced a higher proportion of 
sales from our lower margin distributor markets and we also continued to incur expenses related to the North American 
supply chain architect project. We are excited to realize reductions in our cost of goods during the third quarter due to 
local sourcing initiatives in China as well as lower manufacturing costs in North America as a result of the supply chain 
architect project. Barring a rapid spike in oil prices or other major event, we expect further improvement in our gross 
margin in the fourth quarter. Even though we have seen some recent moderation in the cost of oil, we continue to be 
concerned about the long-term fluctuation in oil prices and we do not see how this volatility will subside. 
Moving forward, we expect to see the unstable oil market continue to have more spikes as well as periodic declines. This 
volatility will make it difficult for us to predict the cost of oil at any time and we will be definitely working diligently to 
manage these costs and the impacts." 
 
Ridge: "We just began to realize cost savings and margin improvement from our local sourcing initiative in China, and we 
look forward to lower manufacturing costs stemming from our North American supply chain architect project." 
 
Ridge: "The decrease in the Americas was driven primarily by lower promotional activities in the U.S. period versus 
period. As the prior year period included our large military can promotion that was not repeated in this current fiscal year. 
We also experienced lower sales in Canada and Latin America. The sales increase in Europe was primarily driven by the 
UK, France and our distributor markets, which offset decreases in other European direct markets. Sales in the UK and 
France benefited from shipments of the new WD-40 Specialist product line as well as increased growth of our core multi-
use product. Sales in the distributor markets benefited from growth in the base business as well as the timing of orders 
period versus period. The Asia-Pacific region continues to be a strong growth engine for us with double digit growth 
stemming from stable economic conditions and ongoing growth of our base business." 
 
Jay Rembolt, CFO: "Up until recently, we had produced all of our – all of China's products in the U.S. Over the past year, 
we have contracted with the China-based packager and are now locally sourcing products in the China market. While 
some product continues to be produced and shipped from the U.S., a large portion of China's cost of goods sold during the 
third quarter was from the local packager." 
 
Ridge: "…in the second quarter in the U.S., we had substantial growth over the prior year. The third quarter was down a 
little bit, because we were up against the huge military program that we did last year. And then, of course, we have 
Specialist in this year that we never had in last year, so we will have had a full – nearly a full quarter of Specialist that just 
wasn't there at all. So, those would be the elements. We believe that we've got a reasonable promotional program in the 
fourth quarter in the U.S. We still believe that overall, the U.S. business will grow this year. Currently, I think it's at about 
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5%, I think there so. If that's the case, then we feel that we will meet at least the 5% growth that we've talked about at the 
bottom end of our guidance overall." 
 
Stanley Black & Decker [SWK] Earnings Call 7/18/12: John Lundgren,CEO: “...Europe in total down 2%. We could 
argue that's a victory or very strong performance if you think about the pieces. Europe CDIY, and Jeff will talk about it, 
up 2%. One of the best volume quarters, or the best volume quarter since the third quarter of 2010. IAR security down 
slightly. Niscayah down 5%, pretty much as we'd predicted. So a relatively strong performance in Europe given the 
headwinds that that geography is facing.” 
 
Jeff Ansell, SVP: “Our emerging markets numbers in total were positive, consistent with the recent track record. And I 
think the piece that gives us more pride than anything and probably reason for confidence going forward is that we had 
volume growth in every region of the world, excluding Australia and New Zealand, which is both small and improving.” 
 
James Loree, COO: “The profit rate improvement was accomplished despite weakness in core markets and negative 4% 
organic growth...Europe was down in mid-single digits, not surprisingly, and that would be the legacy European piece of 
our business, which was primarily focused in France.” 
 
Donald Allan, CFO: “We anticipate the operating margin rate to expand above 2Q 2012 level in the second half due to 
favorable price inflation, trending based on current commodity costs, cost synergies that we continue to execute on, the 
cost actions... as well as continued volume leverage.” 
 
Allan: “We do think there will be nice growth in the engineered fastening business in the revenue line to really moderate 
some of the pressures we're seeing in the industrial automotive repair sector, as well as that onshore pipeline market that's 
affecting CRC...” 
 
Allan: “...we did experience significant levels of inflation, so even though we are experiencing a little bit of deflation, 
expect to this year going into next year, we still have not fully recovered that inflation that we experienced in that 
timeframe back in 2011 and 2010.” 
 
Ansell: “...the environment is not so different than it was over the last 12 months. Growth is at a premium. Competitors 
and retailers alike very aggressive.” 
 
Ansell: “Demand was consistent throughout the quarter. We started relatively good position in April and carried through 
the subsequent two months. POS consistent, relatively consistent across the period, taking into effect the seasonal nature 
of June and Father's Day. Really nothing extraordinary in either direction, pretty consistently positive performance across 
the quarter.” 
 
Mattel [MAT] Earnings Call 7/17/12: Bryan Stockton, CEO: “Looking at our second quarter results, we executed well 
and delivered solid performance, despite the backdrop of a very challenging global economic climate that's driving 
volatility and input costs in currencies as well as creating a very cautious global retail environment. Additionally, we 
faced a difficult sales comparison with the release of the Cars 2 movie last year.”  
 
Stockton: “While we continue to absorb the impact of the strengthening U.S. dollar, our international business including 
countries such as Brazil, Mexico, the UK, China and India is growing when you exclude the impact at currency. I'm 
optimistic about the growth prospects for the global toy industry. For perspective, about a third of the global toy category 
is in the U.S. While NPD data shows the U.S. total toy category down mid-single digits through May 2012, that trend is 
not consistent across all categories.” 
 
Stockton: “From a headwinds perspective, we don't expect the second half to look much different from the first. We 
anticipate a challenged global economy that could continue to drive fluctuations in both input costs and currencies and a 
continued cautious global retail environment.” 
 
Kevin Farr, CFO: “Brazil, Mexico, Eastern Europe, China, India, and the UK all had strong growth excluding the impact 
from foreign exchange. That said, we know that our great portfolio brands and countries is only as good as our execution 
and we continue to focus on our need to deliver against key business drivers.” 
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Farr: “We're encouraged with our performance in Europe where revenues were down 2% including a 10 percentage point 
unfavorable impact from currency. In Latin America, revenues were down 1% including a 13-point unfavorable impact 
from currency with strength across the entire region. In Asia-Pacific, revenues were up 1% including a 4% unfavorable 
impact from currency with growth in India and China in local currency.” 
 
Farr: “...with regard to forex and our results, there was a 5% percent unfavorable impact to worldwide gross sales and 
there was a 2% non-favorable impact to EPS.” 
 
Stockton: “...we're very pleased to see the toy category essentially flat in Europe, and again, we think that's another 
positive sign that this category tends to be fairly resilient to economic crises and Europe has certainly had a lot of unease 
in terms of economics lately. So, now, things vary by customer, by country, but generally I would say retailers there are 
cautious as they are here. They are supporting brands that have momentum, which we have and I think they, too, are 
looking forward to a positive holiday season.” 
  

STAFFING 
  
  

PUBLISHING - MEDIA 
 
Gannett [GCI] Earnings Call 7/16/12: Gracia Martore, CEO: “We also know that the economic environment is tepid as a 
persistent 8% plus unemployment rate and anemic retail sales reported this morning show us. Consumers and marketers 
are more cautious as a result. As a result of all this, the Publishing segment had a revenue decline of 5.5% overall on a 
constant currency basis, but strong digital revenue growth. Here again, it's important to note that our plans to revitalize the 
segment and return it to growth by 2015...We expect to do that by 2015, we are making progress and we are on track.” 
 
Martore: “In our strategy, content is king and the foundation of the model's success. Under the new plan, for monthly fee, 
all subscribers in our markets will get access to all of our content on all digital platforms when and where they wanted, all 
during the course of the day.” 
 
Martore: Now regarding newsprint, a domestic regional price drop occurred in the second quarter driven by continued 
weakness in exports. These offshore shipments have declined sharply and are down nearly 30% year-to-date and offshore 
shipments decline downward price pressures grow. Market conditions are expected to favor publishers for the remainder 
of 2012 and prices for Newsquest were lower in the first half and are declining further in the latter half of the year.” 
 
Martore: “Newsquest continues to operate very well in a tough economy. Total revenues in pounds were about 4% lower 
in the quarter, but once again showed improved performance compared to the first quarter and will again, I believe, 
outpace their competition. Continued cost containment efforts resulted in a 6% expense reduction that outpaced the 
revenue decline. As a result, Newsquest NIBT in pounds was better year-over-year.” 
 
David Lougee: Pres of Broadcasting: “We already have significantly more dollars on the books for the London Olympics 
than we finished with for the Beijing Olympics in 2008 and we still had inventory left to sell...National Olympic sales are 
strong as well. When the closing ceremonies are complete, we will end up $10 million to $12 million ahead of 2008 or in 
percentage terms the low 40s or the low 50s. We are very proud of our team's performance.” 
 
Lougee: “Based on current trends, we expect the percentage increase in third quarter TV ad revenues to be up in the low 
30s compared to the same quarter last year, driven primarily by the incremental impact of Olympics and political.” 
 
Martore: “...we expect the third quarter to reflect continued investments in our strategic initiatives and higher pension 
expense. Initiative investment is expected to total roughly $10 million to $15 million in the third quarter and the increase 
in pension expense will be about $5 million.” 
 
Martore: “on the Digital segment part, CareerBuilder continues to post very good numbers despite what is a very high 
unemployment rate and a tepid view of the economy, but I think that a lot of the product innovation that they have done at 
CareerBuilder has resulted in them being able to post very strong numbers even in the – in light of a difficult job 
environment.” 
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Martore: “The economy as it will for a lot of industries will ultimately determine how things go, but Broadcast obviously 
is going to be a terrific home run for us in the third quarter.” 
 
Martore: “We have, in the U.K., been certainly outperforming both from the standpoint of what is a very difficult 
economy as well as the other regional publishing companies in that marketplace. Certainly, in the second quarter, there 
was the Queen's Jubilee and as you would expect we certainly did a lot of work around that to try to generate some 
revenues out of that. But even when you extract those revenues related to the Jubilee as kind of a one-off event, our 
numbers would have sequentially been better than the first quarter and I think if you look at total add rev, it would have 
been less than a 0.5% impact on ad revenues.” 
 
Martore: “Everybody always talks about the economy as if it's just one thing, but it's really made up of all the local 
economies and amalgamation of all of them. And what we see is varying trends.” 
 
Martore: “We, as you know, always take a look at California, Arizona, Nevada, and Florida. And in those states, what we 
saw was that auto classified advertising was negative in those four states, but positive in the rest of the states. A similar 
picture on employment. But then in a more macro way, I think what we're seeing right now is some of the southern states 
being a little weaker and New Jersey being a little weaker than what we've seen in other parts of the country.” 
 
Martore: “...at PointRoll, obviously, the good news at PointRoll is that they saw an 18% increase in the number of 
advertisers that worked with them this past quarter. They saw additional campaigns, but they did see there is – pretty 
much globally – pressure on pricing. And so they too as a business are looking at redefining some of the things that they 
have historically been doing, and repositioning themselves for other areas of growth.” 
 
  

AUTOMOTIVE 
 
Ford [F] Earnings Call 7/25/12. Robert Shanks, CFO: "Although we continue to expect South America to be 
profitable for the full year, we now expect the level to be substantially lower than 2011. This reflects increased 
competitive pressures, weakening currencies and changes in government policies affecting areas such as trade 
and access to foreign currency.” 
 
Shanks: “Given the deteriorating external environment in Europe, we now expect our full-year loss in Europe to 
exceed $1 billion. The magnitude of the loss will be affected by a variety of factors including the overall 
economic environment, competitive actions and our response to these developments. We fully understand the 
seriousness of the situation in Europe, and we view the challenges the industry faces as more structural than 
cyclical in nature.” 
 
Alan Mulally,CEO: “Overall, we expect 2012 global GDP growth to continue in the range of 2% to 3%. Global 
industry sales are projected to be around 800 million units, up about 5% from 2011. U.S. economic growth is 
expected to range from 2% to 2.5% this year with industry sales supported by increasing replacement demand 
given the older age of the vehicles on the road.” 
 
Mulally: “In Europe, we expect weak conditions to continue with several European markets undergoing fiscal 
austerity programs to achieve debt restructuring.” 
 
Mulally: “China and India have experienced broad-based weakness in growth rates, which has prompted to 
some policy easing, including interest rate cuts and increased government spending. We expect more policy 
actions are likely to stabilize economic growth in these countries.” 
 
Mulally: “We have challenges in South America as a result of changes in government policies that are having 
an adverse impact on our business, combined with a more competitive environment. Europe is a significant 
challenge due to a very tough external environment, a situation we expect to continue for the foreseeable 
future.” 
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Shanks: “Last year, we also were hit by commodities in the second half of the year that; just became a bigger 
headwind as the year progressed. This year it's much more benign." 
 
Shanks: “...the governments have thrown a few curve balls over the last six months or so, generally in the areas 
of trade policy and access to foreign currency. We've kind of set up our business such that we could take 
advantage of free trade agreements that were in place primarily between Argentina and Brazil and Argentina 
and Brazil and Mexico. And, those trade agreements have been challenged and to some extent, at least 
temporarily suspended, and that has – obviously had an adverse effect on our ability to compete along the lines 
that we had expected in terms of where we build vehicles and the supply of those vehicles to the markets in 
which we were planning to sell them.” 
 
Leggett & Platt Inc. [LEG] Earnings Call 7/27/12. Karl Glassman, COO:  “Automotive industry forecasts 
anticipate continued growth in global production in 2012, but the outlook varies by geography. North America 
and Asia are both expected to have meaningful production growth, but European industry forecasts are negative 
as economic concerns linger.  
 
Glassman: “...we are appreciative of the fact that European spring continues to hold strong. We are dealing with 
somewhat of a negative mix in that it feels like that the consumer in Europe is downgrading a little bit that we 
felt a kind of a margin contraction...But we're fortunate in that we're heavy-weighted in Europe to the 
Scandinavian's countries, Northern Europe and the U.K. and have lesser exposure to the Southern European 
countries.” 
 
Glassman: “...we are seeing a shift from U.S.-based mechanism production to Chinese-based mechanism 
production. That is not a finished furniture mix. That is a component mix. We retain the business in Asia. So it's 
not a positive situation for our U.S. factory workers, which we're not fond of that situation. But we do retain the 
business and retain it in Asia, sometimes with lesser functionality as the furniture industry has become a little 
bit promotional with the significant inflation in polyurethane foam pricing. So that is also a negative shift. The 
units are there, but the average pricing has dropped slightly.” 
 
Glassman: “So things are good in automotive. We expect them to be good and not only to the rest of this year, 
but into the foreseeable future years. There was a little bit of a negative in the second quarter in Specialized in 
that our machinery volume was down slightly. That's indicative of lesser innerspring machinery demand in – on 
the continent of Europe. We expect some recovery there in the back half of the year. CVP, the sales were flat, 
the profitability was improved, certainly not to acceptable levels, but it's – let's call it less bad.” 
 
Glassman: “We expect about $50 of inflation, re-inflation, now between the next couple quarters. The margins 
have been improved. We will see some – the closer we get to commodities in our steel mill being billets 
impacted before rod, rod before wire, that we are starting to see a little bit of top-line deflation because of the 
connectivity to scrap. And we expect that to kind of re-inflate as the year progresses. But the trends are certainly 
positive in that business from a margin perspective.” 
 
Glassman: “With the housing statistics being somewhat improved that's good...Admittedly, the margins are 
below the segment in corporate average, but are certainly improving, that business is no longer a drag from a 
P&L perspective.  
 
  
INDUSTRIALS - MANUFACTURING 
 

 Caterpillar [CAT] Earnings Call 7/25/12. Michael DeWalt, Direcor of Investor Relations: “In China, we're 
encouraged by the recent actions the government has taken to improve economic growth. They've cut interest 
rates. They have lowered bank reserve requirements and we expect they'll increase infrastructure spending later 
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this year. So we do need to be a little bit careful. The construction industry in China has a history of turning 
quickly.” 
 
DeWalt: “So bottom line, we think there's a good chance that signs of better economic growth in China will 
start later in 2012 and while that's our view, our 2012 sales and revenues outlook does  not rely on any material 
improvement in China sales this year.” 
 
DeWalt: “It's hard to pick up a newspaper today and not read about troubles in Europe with Greece, Spain and 
Italy. There's angst with growth rates in GDP in China, there's concern about political polarization in the U.S. 
and what will happen at the end of the year with the fiscal and tax cliff. But those are the facts of life that we're 
all dealing with today, and there's no doubt that they've been a negative for business and consumer confidence. 
We see it and we understand that some of these issues like Europe's debt problems, could take a while to fix. 
That said, we expect that over the next couple of quarters that some of those clouds will clear a bit and we can 
start forming a little bit better picture of 2013, and while none of us know at this point what those outcomes will 
be, we do know that U.S. elections will be over in the fall and we think chances are good there will be a 
resolution to the fiscal cliff.” 
 
DeWalt: “Bottom line, we believe that some of the uncertainty that's facing the world economy today will at 
least be a little less cloudy by the time we get to the end of 2012 and as a result of numerous monetary easing 
actions that have been taken around the world, we're cautiously optimistic that the world economy in 2013 will 
be better than in 2012.” 
 
DeWalt: “We've been in a situation for the last couple of years where we just couldn't supply enough and we 
had dealers on managed distribution for quite a few products. We've been adding production capability over the 
last couple of years. That situation, delivery times have improved a lot, and when that happens, it's almost like 
clockwork, dealers take, they don't have to be quite so cautious because we can deliver quicker.” 
 
Edward Rapp, CFO: “We are starting to see some – the bottoming out and improvement in housing. I think as 
those issues get a bit clearer, the opportunities for not only rental fleet replenishment but also the upgrade of 
customer fleets is one of the opportunities that lies ahead.” 
 
DeWalt: “...underground coal is a bit weaker. Thankfully, we don't have as much of our business tied up in U.S. 
underground coal as maybe our largest competitor does, but it's still going to be a bit of a negative and on the 
flip side of that we have now sold four of the distribution businesses to Cat dealers.” 
 
Douglas Oberhelman, CEO: “There's no question the rental market, the multifamily is booming, I guess, in 
some parts, and we will take advantage of that. I don't really see our contractor base significantly taking up 
orders based on housing probably until at least next year. If anything happens, it will be the transportation 
spending and some degree of clarity on that through the highway bill we just saw, suppose the next two and a 
half year. And I would say that if we see it, when we see it, it will really be spring.” 
 
Oberhelman: “What we're seeing today is the effects and impact of pretty tight monetary policies a year ago. 
These things take time to wind through. We have only in our dreams arrived at an availability position that we 
have today where we can concentrate on market share and pricing, which we are doing.” 
 
Oberhelman: “We're not playing for an implosion. We're playing for arguable growth, may be anemic, but as I 
sit here today and we look at 2013...it's almost got to be better on an economic basis, GDP growth and the 
world, and that's what we're playing for. So while yes, we are watching inventory and yes, I'm very worried 
about inventory turnover, we're doing all we can with our supply chain and it is improving.” 
 
Fastenal [FAST] Earnings Call 7/12/12: Will Oberton, CEO: "Manufacturing has slowed, that's clear, but on a very 
positive note, I've been off talking to a lot of our regional people and district people, and we have not seen a lot of abrupt 
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change, it's more of a step down and we haven't seen a lot of panic from our customers. So we think, although it's much 
slower – somewhat slower than it was, it doesn't appear to be a lot of panic going on, so it gives us some optimism for the 
next couple of months. Construction has also slowed, but we are actually having a difficult time with the comparisons or 
understanding with the comparisons because of the very warm winter, now the hot summer, it's hard to see where the 
business would have normalized. But overall it appears to be somewhat weaker than it was, but there's still a lot of 
business and a lot of opportunity out there." 
 
Oberton: "Sitting back or stepping back and thinking of our – the overview of our business and the puts and the takes, 
thinking about the economy, the economy as we see it is I guess we'd say, it's not great but it's okay, so we should 
continue to – we should be able to perform at a reasonable level in the current economic situation." 
 
Dan Florness, CFO: "And the headwind is the uncertainty about the economy and some of the things going on with our 
currency rates. One of the things we did see changed quite abruptly in the spring, and I had mentioned it on page four of 
the release is, on our production fasteners side or on our fasteners in general. In the first quarter that business was growing 
about 15.5%, and in the second quarter it dropped to just over – just double-digits in April, dropped down to about 6% in 
May and rebounded a bit to about 9% in June, but it definitely has taken a step back. If you look at the non-fastener areas, 
areas where most of our growth drivers are centered on, we're seeing still very strong results still in the close to 20% 
neighborhood. The ISM Index, I touched on that in the release as well, dropped just below 50 here in June. I believe that's 
the first reading below 50 since August of 2009, which was a quite long stretch. Growth drivers, as Will mentioned, we 
continue to make nice progress on those. One thing that I think is really noteworthy when you look at the vending stats is 
while we were seeing softening trends as we went through the second quarter, our vending numbers – the growth of our 
vending customers actually improved from Q1 where we grew at 33.9% with that subset of customers to Q2, where we 
grew at 34.3%..." 
 
Oberton: "In May, we had more slowing and up the Eastern seaboard, most of those areas came back in June. It seems like 
it's just a step-down across the country. Even in the areas that we're doing so well earlier in the year, the oil patch from 
Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, their growth stepped down about equal to the rest of the company. The Midwest where 
we've been strong also saw a little bits of – can't give you much help there. Industry-wise, Dan puts in his number, 
manufacturing, construction are – so overall, it just seems like – and I think I've commented this, it – the entire thing just 
stepped down a little bit. A little energy like we let off the throttle for the economy. Even our international business is 
much slower than it was a year ago. Mexico that has remained very strong for us, their growth was slightly lower than it 
had been in previous months, still well above the company, more than double the company. So it's hard to really pinpoint 
any one area that slowed more than another."  
 
Oberton: " What I'm hearing, talking to our people and I've been out to see a handful of customers is people are slowing 
down production at some level. The back – if you look at the backlogs, the backlogs flattened out, a lot of them in the 
April, March to May timeframe and what manufacturers typically do when their backlog quits building is they pull back 
on production so they can stretch that out, because you don't want to burn through your backlog and then have nothing to 
do. And I really believe that's happening in a lot of the industrial areas in fasteners or production product. So, it steps back 
just a little bit, it doesn't take a lot, because understanding we're still growing that business, but if they are not growing or 
their production is slower than last year, you have to pick up a lot of additional business to make up for that. And it really 
is centered around that FAST production fastener business. I think it's slower than others, maybe you're seeing, because 
we're more involved in that production." 
 
Florness: "We are pleased with the quarter. We have some concerns about the sales patterns but that just means you 
manage the business in a different fashion. But, very pleased with the improvements we saw on the gross margin and the 
operating expense side. Two sidebar notes; I always try to add something at the end of the call just to make – because I'm 
an accountant, I like it to be fun. When I read the headline – I have to say I'm a glass-half-full guy. When you read the 
headline on our quarter's release; that headline says Fastenal misses sales that's a little frustrating but that's just me 
venting." 
 
Dover Corp [DOV] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Robert Livingston, CEO: “We entered the second quarter knowing we were 
dealing with some modest challenges in Europe, and a slowing economy in China. The decline in Europe was greater than 
our expectations. These weaker conditions were felt most notably within our Fluids platform and our Printing & 
Identification segment. With respect to China, we experienced some of the effects of a slowing export market in a few of 
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our businesses. Our U.S. markets held up quite well, mainly refrigeration and food equipment, industrial, energy, 
commercial aerospace and life sciences.” 
 
Livingston: “Within our Printing & Identification segment, we continue to see a weak, but improving market for 
electronics equipment...For Markem-Imaje, this resulted in a 5% organic growth excluding the impact of currency. A 
strong result in North America and modest growth in China offset a weak Europe. We expect improved results in the back 
half of the year, driven by new product launches, normal seasonality, and the benefits of our first half restructuring 
activities.” 
 
Brad Cerepak, CFO: “Earnings per share was $1.15. This result was below our expectations, primarily due to a $0.07 
impact from a weaker Europe and unfavorable foreign exchange.” 
 
Cerepak: “In our Fluids platform, organic revenue was down 4%, due primarily to a weaker Europe.” 
 
Cerepak: “...a  weak Europe including unfavorable foreign exchange and a more conservative outlook on electronics is 
driving our organic revenue forecast down six points. We now expect revenue to decline 7% to 8.5% as compared to the 
prior year.” 
 
Honeywell [HON] Earnings Call 7/18/12: David Cote, CEO: “Sales were $9.4 billion, representing 4% reported annual 
organic growth on top of good growth last year. This performance in a more challenging macro environment underscores 
the value of the diversity of opportunity across our businesses, short and long-cycle exposure, our products and services, 
and mix of U.S. and rest-of-world geographies. As expected, our short-cycle businesses posted slower growth this quarter 
with declines in Europe and slower growth in China. However, our long-cycle businesses, mainly commercial Aerospace 
and UOP, continued with strong performance.” 
 
Cote: “In Europe, we expect continued softness in our short-cycle businesses, specifically ACS and Transportation 
Systems.” 
 
Cote: “Meanwhile, the Americas is holding up well, and the indicators we're tracking are still positive. The same is true in 
China with a modest uptick in our short-cycle businesses, helping to drive double-digit growth again in the quarter. 
Overall, we feel good about the diversified nature and regional mix of the portfolio, benefiting from our great positions in 
good industries globally.” 
 
Cote: “We're positioning ourselves for another tough economic landscape while staying focused on the things that are 
within our control.” 
 
Cote: “Honeywell demonstrated in the last downturn that we're a company that executes well even in a tough macro 
environment, and we're doing it again this time. Segment margins are expanding more than we initially expected at the 
beginning of the year despite slower sales growth.” 
 
David Anderson, CFO: “Regionally, we saw good organic growth in the Americas of 5% on organic basis. Europe was 
roughly flat. China was up 12%. And as everyone knows and has been experiencing, the Europe macro headwinds have 
been challenging. But Honeywell's balanced mix of long-cycle exposure is clearly contributing to the stability that we're 
having in Europe that began in the second quarter.” 
 
Anderson: “Regionally, Europe was down 7% organic. China was also down again as a result of lower commercial 
vehicle sales, although we think we've seen the end of the CV destocking in China. We saw sequential growth in the 
second quarter over the first. We also saw good performance in the U.S., up 16% organic, as well as strength in Japan and 
India.” 
 
Anderson: “In Aerospace, we expect continued good growth in the Commercial OE and aftermarket, partially offset by 
modest declines in Defense and Space. And we expect the ATR aftermarket to track slightly ahead of utilization rates as 
we lap more difficult comps in 2011.” 
 
Cote: “China, as you know, has been a focal point for ten years. We started off from a weaker position, as you know, but 
we've been accelerating rapidly, and we've got about 12,000 people there now, so the opportunity for it to just continue 
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growing. Starting with the macroeconomic side, yes, they are going through some difficulties now. But at the end of the 
day, GDP is still growing pretty well, and we're able, given our low share, I think we'll just continue to grow very well, 
and you saw it in the first quarter and second quarter. We expect that will continue.” 
 
Cote: “...we expect that China is going to continue to do well, and we'll do well within that macroeconomic framework 
that they're developing. I think you've got to bet on them. Historically, they've made the right decisions. I think you'll 
continue to see them doing that now, whether it's how they talk about the SOEs [State Owned Enterprises], what they talk 
about in banking, what they try to do to manage the real estate inflation that they've seen. I think you should bet on them, 
not against them.” 
 
Cote: “We expect Aerospace to continue improving margins, just like all the businesses. I wouldn't expect to see 
degradation.” 
 
Cote: “I would say it's tough to know how things are going to evolve in a political environment but, as 
you know, I've been very vocal about CEOs need to speak up here because just seeing how the debt ceiling discussion 
evolved a few months ago, none of us in the business community ever expected that they could be that reckless overall. 
And as we look at the fiscal cliff, that's an even bigger looming issue, and it's important for all of us to be speaking up 
now to make sure that politicians get it, that this is not just a political advantage issue they're dealing with, but they're 
dealing with lives of a lot of people as they to-and-fro on this stuff. So I think that's one of the things that's contributing to 
uncertainty amongst all companies when it comes to – do you want to hire, do you want to invest. So I think there's a 
greater chance of an overall slowdown if we don't start to see some thoughtful movement and discussion about  what are 
they actually going to do. So I would say it's less of a specific Honeywell item than it is an overall tone that starts to 
evolve in the economy if everybody starts thinking they could be reckless again.” 
 
Cote: “As you might expect, we're very happy with how we've performed in this difficult environment. We expect that 
difficult environment to continue and think that's the right way to plan. But you can also expect that we'll continue to 
outperform, and the root cause is the same as it has always been. Planning for a difficult environment is, of course, an 
important element.” 
  
TRANSPORTATION 
 
 RAILS 
 
Kansas City Southern [KSU] Earnings Call 7/17/2012. David Starling, CEO: “...I would like to say upfront that in the 
face of the lower than anticipated utility coal carloads, some foreign exchange headwinds and an uncertain economy, KCS 
had a good quarter and in certain areas a very good quarter.” 
 
Starling: “There is a huge market for a premium intermodal product between the U.S. and Mexico and that market will 
continue to grow. KCS is in the enviable position of being the only railroad that has single-line service on both sides of 
the border and control the primary gateway between the U.S. and Mexico.” 
 
Starling: “Traffic on the Lázaro Cárdenas remains strong and automotive continues to grow rapidly. We are also 
experiencing the ripple effect of automotive growth on our other commodity areas.” 
 
Sterling: “While there are certain mixed signals regarding the direction of the economy, we do feel that some of the bright 
spots in the economy are having positive impacts on our business. Most notably, the surge in automotive sales is certainly 
being felt in a number of our commodity groups. Moreover the very solid manufacturing numbers we're seeing related to 
Mexico are being reflected in our KCS volumes.” 
 
Sterling: “I don't by any means want to suggest that KCS is immune from the mood of uncertainty which is prevalent 
regarding the direction of the global economy. We are certainly impacted by it, but there are enough positives in the 
economy for KCS to maintain strong volume growth in the present business environment.” 
 
Pat Ottensmeyer, EVP of Sales: “It's worth noting that we saw some strength in our lumber and building products 
business during the quarter, still nowhere close to where it was a few years ago, but the trend certainly look good.” 
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Ottensmeyer: “Ag & Minerals revenue and volume were lower than last year due in part to tough comps as the second 
quarter of last year was the best ever in this business.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “...the decrease in utility coal and the weakening of the Mexican peso created headwinds that cost us about 
5% revenue growth in the quarter.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “...our coal volumes dropped primarily due to the warm spring weather across our region, extremely low 
natural gas prices, in fact our utility coal volumes dropped further from the first quarter levels.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “As much as I should avoid making predictions about the future of the coal business, especially after being 
pretty far off last quarter, it feels like the worst is behind us and volumes should continue to grow – should continue at or 
near June and July levels going forward through the rest of the year.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “Earlier in the year, we were assuming that the peso would remain stable at about 12.9 per U.S. dollar. In 
late May, the exchange rate climbed to over 14 and June ended with an average of right at 14. This deterioration in the 
peso will cost us about 1 point of revenue growth for the full year.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “...the reduction in fuel prices will drive our revenue forecast down another point. We expect fuel prices for 
the remainder of the year to decline by approximately 10% in the United States and 2% in Mexico. As we've stated in the 
past and this is a very important point to reinforce, neither fuel nor foreign exchange have much of an impact on operating 
income or operating ratio as the expense savings is almost equal to the revenue loss.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “The bigger factor in our revised guidance is utility coal...our current coal forecast will take 2 full points off 
of our full year guidance.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “Industrial & Consumer will continue to benefit from strong metals and paper, and hopefully some 
continued strength in lumber and building materials. At this point, we still feel that the Ag business will be positive for the 
full year, but we're very conscious of the impact of the weather and the drought in the Midwest, and depending on how 
that continues the outlook change.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “Missouri and further south is very dry and the crop is not in good condition. It's also important to 
remember that most of our cross border grain is driven by human consumption and we feel that that will create some 
stability in the demand side.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “We continue to expect significant growth in both our intermodal and automotive business... we're currently 
expecting full-year line haul revenue growth to be in the mid single-digit from 2011.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “First, we are expecting positive economic environment in both the U.S. and Mexico for the rest of the year. 
Second, we see no fundamental change in our pricing outlook and are quite comfortable continuing guidance in the mid 
single-digit range. At the risk of being burned again by coal, we really believe that the worst is behind us, at least in the 
short-term, and we would see volumes and revenues stabilize at recent levels going forward.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “Our longer term new business pipeline continues to grow with the exception of the coal business, the 
emerging energy markets driven by the abundant supply of natural gas and crude oil, and North America will provide 
attractive growth opportunities in frac sand, drilling pipe, crude oil, we're seeing these markets grow...” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “...we believe sustained low natural gas prices will drive growth in ethane and ethylene-based production 
and products like polyethylene.” 
 
Ottensmeyer: “Automobile production has a large freight ripple effect with parts, steel, plastics, soda ash for glass, et 
cetera. And finally in the case of KCS today, the majority of our auto related business moves only on our Mexican 
franchise. Over time we expect to move more of that traffic on our own cross border network to markets and gateways 
that we serve in the U.S.” 
 
Mike Upchurch, CFO: “...just to give you a little perspective on full year, we do expect our total comp and benefits to be 
up only 2% over 2011, despite volume increases and inflationary cost pressures.” 
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Starling: “I'd like to end with just a couple of comments about our immediate and long-term future. While we don't 
profess to have any special ability to predict the economy, it feels to us that the second half of 2012 will be okay. There is 
certainly a fairly high degree of uncertainty out there, all the majority of our customers think they'll experience some level 
of growth in the back half. Everyone is being very cautious.” 
 
Starling: “Currently, natural gas pricing is moving toward a level, which would make PRB coal price competitive, but 
we'll have to see how that market develops over the next few months. The rest of our commodity groups look like they'll 
be fine and in some cases like intermodal and automotive, they'll be more than fine.” 
 
Starling: “The peso-dollar exchange rate could either help or hurt revenues. In the second quarter FX exerted downward 
pressure and we'd just have to wait to see what happens during the rest of the year. Also, fuel expenses have definitely 
moderated, that's a good thing for us. But it certainly appears that you won't see as much fuel surcharge revenues in our 
numbers.” 
 
Starling: “In the end, while we believe our second half volumes will remain steady or may even improve. The impact of 
the second quarter lower than anticipated coal volumes and the possible future impacts of foreign exchange and lower fuel 
prices will likely lead to our 2012 revenue percentage increase...” 
 
Dave Ebbrecht, EVP of Operations: “We have seen more of a drop in activity in the Haynesville, for example, where there 
is a much higher percentage of dry gas versus oil. But the outlook really hasn't changed. I still feel that the growth there is 
going to be very strong for several years to come...” 
 
CSX Corp [CSX] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Michael Ward, CEO: “We continue to be encouraged by how the business 
perform even in tough conditions; in this case, a very significant headwind in our utility coal business. In spite of that 
decline, volume and revenue essentially held flat, thanks in part to increases in export coal, intermodal, and automotive.” 
 
Clarence Gooden, CSO: “Total second quarter revenue of just over $3 billion was essentially flat compared to 2011, 
reflecting a more moderate economic environment...volume-related revenue had an unfavorable impact of $8 million in 
the quarter, as volume growth in export coal, intermodal, and merchandise was more than offset by the significant decline 
in utility coal.” 
 
Ward: “Corn shipments to the Southeast for animal feed were lower, as a strong local wheat crop displaced Midwestern 
corn. Phosphate shipments declined as buyers delayed purchases in expectation of moderating commodity prices. Finally, 
ethanol shipments softened as a result of lower gasoline demand.” 
 
Ward: “Looking forward, the automotive market will continue to drive growth in the industrial sector. In addition, we 
continue to see growth opportunities in chemicals and metals, particularly in commodities that support the oil and gas 
industry.” 
 
Ward: “We expect healthy growth to continue long-term as new terminals, such as Louisville, and capacity expansions, 
including Columbus, Charlotte, and Cincinnati, drive further highway-to-rail conversions.” 
 
Ward: “Looking ahead, even though the market for export coal is volatile, we clearly expect to exceed the tons shipped in 
2011 as the demand for U.S. coal will remain strong in the second half, although not at the level we saw in the first half. 
At the same time, domestic utility volumes are expected to face continued challenges due to the low natural gas prices, 
above-normal inventory levels, and environmental regulations. Headwinds should begin to moderate somewhat through 
the balance of this year.” 
 
Ward: “Looking forward to the third quarter, we recognize the economic environment has moderated, but remain 
optimistic, with a stable or favorable outlook in markets that represent nearly 80% of our total volume. Intermodal growth 
will lead the way, as our strategic network investments and strong service delivery will continue to support highway-to-
rail conversions. We expect export coal shipments will grow, although at a more moderate pace, as increased thermal coal 
volume is expected to more than offset softness in metallurgical coal demand.” 
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Ward: “In the construction sector, we expect a continued recovery in demand for building materials, including lumber and 
panel products, while aggregate and waste shipments will remain challenged. And, finally, utility and industrial coal 
shipments will remain well below the prior-year levels.” 
 
Ward: “...our overall outlook for the third quarter is still positive, as we anticipate stable to favorable conditions in the 
CSX markets that account for nearly 80% of our volume. While utility coal volume will continue to be challenged by low 
gas prices and high utility stockpiles, we expect these headwinds to moderate somewhat through the balance of the year. 
Finally, we are delivering high service levels and environmentally-friendly solutions, which create compelling values for 
our customers and drives our long-term growth.” 
 
Oscar Munoz, COO: “When quarterly results are below the trend line lines, it's an early indication that we need to take 
corrective action in order to avoid a longer-term negative trend.” 
 
Fredrik Eliasson, CFO: “In the second quarter, CSX overcame significant challenges in the utility coal market to once 
again produce year-over-year earnings growth.” 
 
Eliasson: “On a full-year basis, CSX still expects to deliver earning growth and margin expansion despite the mixed 
economic signals and continued utility coal headwind.” 
 
Gooden: “...the price per bushel on the corn is that demand for corn itself has gone up. Now, how that could possibly 
impact our cost, most of our Ag business, our grain business is running unit trains.” 
 
Gooden: “My own personal view is that I don't think it would be in labor's best interest to have a strike in the face of a 
presidential election. But we've seen no material changes in our traffic flows up to this point.” 
 
Eliasson: “So, overall, we said our head count for the rest of the year should remain relatively flat from what we have 
right now; obviously up or down, depending on ultimately what happens with volume, but our best guess right now, it's 
going to be relatively flat.” 
 
Gooden: “I would say the entire market is much more dynamic than usual because of some of the economic uncertainty 
you see as we approach the presidential elections.” 
 
  
 TRUCKING 
 
Knight Transportation [KNX] Earnings Call 7/25/12: Kevin Knight, CEO: “Fuel has become one of our 
single largest expenses. Internally, we have worked to eliminate empty miles, reduce out of route miles, reduce 
idle time, improve fuel cost, enhance equipment operations through training, significantly improve 
aerodynamics and improve engine efficiency.” 
 
Knight: “Now, based on what you read and what you hear, maybe I'm the optimist in the room and things may 
tail off here in the second half of the year, but I'm feeling like some of the freight that maybe didn't get moved 
in the second quarter might get moved in the third and fourth quarter, but, hey... it's a guess at best. 
 
Knight: “...most of our spot opportunities really came earlier in the year, and I don't know, again, I'm probably 
the optimist, but I don't know, I kind of hold out hope that we might have some good opportunities in the 
September, October, November timeframe, we're just going to have to wait and see.” 
 
Knight: “And the fact of the matter is...I mean, let's be realistic. The economy still sucks and it don't seem like 
anybody is doing much to really improve it and quite honestly, enough said, we just really haven't seen, I think, 
what any of us expected with regard to where we expected to be. When you think where we were in 2010 and 
then 2011 and then 2012, I would definitely say economically, we're still way behind. We're way behind on 
housing, we're way behind on jobs, the money that is being spent really isn't creating jobs and flowing to the 
economy. So we're just in a tough – we continue to be in a tepid environment.” 
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Knight: “I would say the West has probably been the most challenged thus far...Now, quite honestly, the West 
may perk up here a bit if we end up having normal seasonal patterns, because that's how in the past it's always 
seemed to work. So I'm hoping that the West will be pretty strong here the second half of the year. But I would 
say the West has been probably the weakest and the Southeast has probably been the strongest.” 
 
Knight: “...the market would have to strengthen in the second half of the year to give us the type of balance that 
would help us achieve our rate goals...” 
 
 
Ryland Group [RYL] Earnings Call 7/26/12: Larry Nicholson, CEO:  “We do continue to see pricing power in 
markets, so that's a good sign. So, I think we feel pretty positive about going forward.” 
 
Gordon Milne, CFO: “So, and we see good activity out in the field, finding land. So, I mean we – capital is not 
hurting us on the growth side.” 
 
Nicholson: “Well, as always when the market starts to improve, the developers think their lot's worth more. But 
we use current economics when we run our model, so there is a price appreciation in the model. And there is 
some pressure in certain markets, and we're not actively in Phoenix, I can't speak to Phoenix, but there are other 
markets that are pretty aggressive right now. But there are still opportunities based on what the absorptions are 
today and the current market pricing, we can get deals done.” 
 
Nicholson: “I don't think we had normal seasonality as much as we would in the past. But we would expect 
absorptions and I'll just use numbers, I'm not going to say they're – if you were at 3 in the second quarter, you 
might go to 2.5, 2.6 maybe in the third quarter and down a little bit in the fourth quarter.” 
 
Nicholson: “We always wonder what'll happen in an election year, but based on what we've seen the year after 
an election year, always has a positive impact on permits and especially in that market. So we'll take the chance 
if that's the case, but we think we're well positioned there and that we'll do fine.” 
 
  
 AIRLINES 
 
US Airways [LCC] Earnings Call 7/25/12: Derek Kerr, CFO: “Fuel prices dropped modestly during the quarter, 
but overall fuel costs remain at historically high levels. Our average mainline fuel price including taxes for the 
second quarter of 2012 were $3.17 per gallon, which I believe will be the lowest price in the industry for the 
quarter.” 
 
Scott Kirby, President: “Both leisure and business demand were strong during the quarter.” 
 
Kirby: “Progressing through the quarter April was strong and consistent with our expectations. Toward the end 
of May, we did see some modest slowdown in business demand that happened at the same time as the 
macroeconomic headlines worsened.” 
 
Kirby: “And of course the same macro effect caused oil prices to decline. As we've seen historically bad 
headlines can translate into business demand temporarily pulling back a little bit until the fog of uncertainty 
begins to lift. Leisure demand which tends to be less susceptible to short-term headline volatility remained 
strong and unchanged. That same modest slowdown in business demand, but strength in leisure demand 
continued in June and resulted in overall demand that remained strong with RASM up a solid 6% year-over-
year.” 
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Kirby: “The demand environment in July continues the trends we saw in May and June. Demand is still strong, 
but while there is macro uncertainty in the world and bad headlines, the modest slowdown in [ph] close end 
bookings (16:47) has continued though leisure demand remained strong. We currently expect July RASM to be 
up 1% to 2% year-over-year and August and September to be up 0% to 2% each even with the more difficult 
comps in the year-over-year ticket tax impact.” 
 
Kirby: “We did have a currency impact in the quarter as well and we've seen a slowdown in cargo demand but 
all things that I think are consistent with what you read in the newspaper about Europe.” 
 
JetBlue [JBLU] Earnings Call 7/25/12: David Barger, CEO: “Demand trends remain solid throughout the 
quarter as we saw strength in all regions. Our year-over-year PRASM growth of 6% exceeded our expectations 
with strong traffic in the second half of June.” 
 
Barger: “We continue to profitably grow in the Caribbean and Latin America, an area of significant focus for 
JetBlue.” 
 
 Mark Powers,CFO: “...once again, JetBlue outperformed the A4A domestic industry average during the quarter 
as second quarter year-over-year passenger unit revenues increased 6%. This passenger unit revenue growth is 
impressive, given our 5% capacity growth during the same period.” 
 
Powers: “In addition to fuel hedging, we have recently begun managing fuel volatility through fixed forward 
price agreements, or FFPs which are essentially, forward contracts for the delivery at specific locations of 
physical jet fuel.” 
 
Powers: “We expect this solid demand environment to continue through the third quarter. We currently expect 
July PRASM to be up between 3% to 4% year-over-year. 
 
Powers: “Despite more challenging comparisons we believe the network changes made in markets such as San 
Juan and Boston will continue to produce solid revenue results.” 
 
Powers: “We project all in CASM to increase between 1% and 3% year-over-year for both the third and the full 
year – third quarter and the full year.” 
 
United Continental [UAL] Earnings Call 7/26/12: James Compton, Chief Revenue Officer: “Although the cost 
of jet fuel came down, we recognize that jet fuel prices are very volatile, and we continue our commitment to 
capacity discipline.” 
 
Compton: "The economic environment remains tepid. And... the price of jet fuel remains very volatile. We have 
not changed our expectations for 2012 consolidated capacity, which we expect to decrease between 0.5% and 
1.5% versus 2011. We expect third quarter 2012 consolidated capacity to decrease between 0.7% and 1.7% 
year-over-year.” 
 
Compton: “We're seeing demand being relatively stable. But when we talk about the economics – the economy 
tepid, we are very much aware of, particularly Europe and so forth and keeping our eyes on that, which is why 
some of our capacity reductions in the fourth quarter have been a recognition of that already. So that – kind of 
that softness is in the economy is, some of the things that we've seen, we're obviously watching to see where 
that turns. But we do see the leisure bookings over the next six weeks which is really still the summertime 
period being quite strong based in our investor update with book load factor.” 
 
Compton: “I think we are seeing a little bit more softness in London, relative to some other parts of Europe and 
so forth. Latin America, we had very strong comps, particularly in Central America last year.” 
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Compton: “We're seeing great take on our Economy Plus and front cabin up-sell. We're taking somewhat of a 
conservative approach of selling Economy Plus, so that as we work with the ops group and rollout that 
reconfiguration...we're at 86% done, so we actually, given the kind of the trends that we've seen and the 
acceptance and the value that the customers sees on that are very optimistic about our Economy Plus and our 
up-sell products.” 
 
 
Delta Air Lines Inc [DAL] Earnings Call 7/25/12. Richard Anderson, CEO: "The revenue environment 
remains solid for Delta as July unit revenues are expected to increase 4% to 5% in each of our entities, 
Domestic, Latin, Pacific and Atlantic have good bookings in the third quarter.” 
 
 Edward Bastian, President: “Fuel prices have risen since the end of the quarter. And at current prices, the 
expected value of the hedge book sits at a $100 million loss. Looking forward, we expect to have negligible 
impact on a settlement basis as you can see in our fuel guidance of $3.09 per gallon for the September quarter 
and $3.05 per gallon for the December quarter.” 
 
 Paul Jacobson, CFO: “We are continuing to experience cost pressures from the impact of our 2% capacity 
reduction in the second half of 2012, as well as the enhancements we've made in our products, services and 
facilities which account for the majority of September quarter's cost growth." 
 
Glen Hauenstein, EVP: “If you look to the fall, I think the one thing that we are keeping a close 
eye on is industry capacity. Clearly not Delta capacity, but as you get into the fall in Latin America, current 
schedules show that capacity is up around 10%. You combine that with decline of the local   currencies, the real 
now, a lot of the real is not priced, the tickets aren't priced in reals but about 10% of our Brazilian sales for 
example are priced in reals and that has a 30% negative year-over-year bias. So I think you've got some foreign 
exchange. I think you've got some capacity issues. But I think the core demand is still quite strong.” 
 
Alaska Air [ALK] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Bradley Tilden, CEO: “Despite ongoing concerns about the 
macroeconomic environment, demand during the quarter was strong.” 
 
Brandon Pedersen, CFO: “As we look to the third quarter, advanced bookings for July are about flat. August is 
up about a point and-a-half and September is up about a point. The revenue environment remains relatively 
stable in our view, despite the headline risks and the uncertain economic environment.” 
 
Pedersen: “The change in economic fuel cost includes a nearly $29 million year-over-year swing in the impact 
of our hedges, from a net benefit of $17 million last year to a net cost of $12 million this year.” 
 
Andrew Harrison, VP Planning & Revenue: “I will say this summer is just marginally up as it relates to the 
summer capacity. But as we look into the fall, we're again continuing to see industry discipline, as we – the 
fall's traditionally weaker. So we're actually seeing the competitive landscape somewhat flat.” 
 
Harrison: “...on a network basis, I would say competitive pressures are, other than a few pockets, are fairly 
stable at this time.” 
 
Pedersen: “I think it's fair to say that the demand environment looks good.” 
 
Pedersen: “I am disappointed, and I'm not – it's a big-picture disappointment. It disappointed the fact that we're 
going to be roughly flattish for the year on 6% growth. And I would love for this company to get to a point 
where we can have 6% growth and leverage that into 2% unit cost reduction, for example. And unit cost 
reductions are really hard. It's probably fair to say that all the easy stuff has been gone. But we're not without 
additional opportunities going forward.” 
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AEROSPACE/DEFENSE 
 
General Dynamics [GD] Earnings Call 7/25/12: Jay Johnson, CEO: “In our U.S. Defense market, visibility 
remains somewhat limited by three principal factors: the upcoming elections, a likely 2013 continuing 
resolution and the sequestration trigger. The uncertainty and anxiety spawned by these second half events 
continues to impede Department of Defense and federal government acquisition program execution. As was the 
case last quarter, our shorter cycle IS&T business is experiencing the most pressure due primarily to award 
delays on several of our key tactical communications contracts.” 
 
Johnson: “As anticipated, we are witnessing increased rhetoric as the summer progresses, and the political 
process prepares to navigate the final months of the campaign trail. As we steam towards the sequestration fog 
bank, many members of Congress have begun talking more seriously about sequestration and its potential 
impacts. We remain hopeful that a bipartisan solution can be brokered. However, as a practical matter, it seems 
increasingly unlikely that we will see additional detail on implementation or resolution before the November 
elections.” 
 
Johnson: “...forecasting our customers' behavior has become increasingly difficult. Given this uncertainty, we 
have adjusted our expectations somewhat for the year. Our outlook does assume the obligation of previously 
appropriated funds on several of our programs where delays have been prominent. With that said, the 2013 
defense budget request is proceeding through the congressional approval process.” 
 
Johnson: “In the second half, we expect order activity to improve with additional awards for Strykers, MRAP 
enhancements and international tank upgrades for several Middle Eastern customers to include 200 tanks for 
Morocco. We also expect a significant Abrams award that will fund tank research and development activities 
over the next several years.” 
 
Johnson: “...our IS&T group was challenged again in the second quarter as customer award activity continued 
to fall short of expectations.” 
 
Johnson: “Slowing operational tempo has impacted demand when compared with the prior contract, however, 
current customer demand far outpaces the orders we have received year-to-date. We have lowered our full year 
expectations for this contract, but believe that orders will improve somewhat in the second half.” 
 
Johnson: “…the obligation of funding and awards for these programs continues to fall behind program of record 
timeline. We are working closely with our customer on these issues, and continue to expect to receive FY 2012 
funded awards for WIN-T, as well as Rifleman and Manpack radios in the second half.” 
 
Johnson: “While forecasting remains extremely challenging in this market, we anticipate book-to-bill to 
improve in the second half, and full year book-to-bill to approximate 1 times.” 
 
Johnson: “We have taken a hard look at our European service operations and are taking appropriate actions to 
reshape that footprint. As we look forward, Jet's global service footprint remains a strategic advantage for our 
Aerospace firm. In the very near term, Jet's London Biggin Hill FBO, the closest business aviation airport to 
Olympic Park has already seen an increase in traffic to visitors to the 2012 Summer Olympic Games.” 
 
Johnson: “We continue to believe that we can attain our objective of delivering about 24 green G650 aircraft 
this year and around 17 completions, with most of these completions happening in the fourth quarter.” 
 
Johnson: “So the North American market writ large is becoming a bigger part of our order book, which we like 
a lot. Conversely, we saw great softness in Europe, not unexpected by anyone, and some in Asia, which, 
frankly, we attribute at this stage more to timing than anything. What does that mean? That means this year – I 
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don't have the exact percentage in my head, but last year's midyear order book was like 49% Asia Pacific and 
this year, it was down in the high teens, as I recall...we believe that there will be more activity coming out of 
Asia in the second half, is probably the cleanest way to say it.” 
 
Johnson: “So in macro terms, we feel very good about WIN-T, and the performance of our pieces based on the 
– the NIE 12.2 are very encouraging. So it's back to my T-word, my T-word which is timing, and we anticipate 
getting awards in the second half of this year.” 
 
Johnson: “Where we're seeing the challenge right now... is in the actual converting that into – converting orders 
into sales, and execution and we're working very hard with our customers to get the appropriated funds 
obligated and to execute the 2012 plan.” 
 
Johnson: “I expect Combat's bookings to improve.” 
 
United Technologies [UTX] Earnings Call 7/26/12. Louis Chenevert, CEO: “It is certainly a challenging 
environment out there, with a slowing global economy, the euro trading near 1.2 and the late July close for 
Goodrich. Therefore, we are re-baselining our expectations for the year. We now expect sales of $58 billion to 
$59 billion, $3 billion lower than our prior expectation, and earnings per share of $5.25 to $5.35 versus our 
prior expectation of $5.30 to $5.50, with FX and the late July close of Goodrich accounting for about $0.15 of 
additional headwind.” 
 
Gregory Hayes, CFO: “There's clearly uncertainty out there. Europe continues to struggle with the debt crisis 
with no clear solution in place. Most indicators now point to a very modest growth in the U.S. this year with a 
looming fiscal cliff at the end of this year which could further dampen growth prospects for next year.” 
 
Hayes: “China's recorded second quarter GDP slowed to 7.6%. That's still, of course, pretty strong, but the 
lowest level we've seen since early 2009. We do know the Chinese government is taking steps to stimulate the 
economy, including a second interest rate cut. But the government remains concerned about high property 
prices.” 
 
Hayes: “ And despite this near-term slowdown, the urbanization trends and long-term fundamentals are still in 
place in the emerging markets and especially in China and in the central and western provinces. We have 
confidence in the long-term growth prospects of all these emerging markets. Against this economic backdrop, 
though, we are lowering our second half growth expectations for Otis, CCS and Pratt & Whitney.” 
 
Jay Malave Investor Relations: “Aggressive cost reduction actions partially offset the impact from higher 
commodity costs and continued pricing pressure, mostly in Europe.” 
 
Malave: “A much weaker euro, combined with the continued economic slowdown in Europe and soft new 
equipment volumes in China are putting pressure on Otis's profit growth.” 
 
Hayes: “On top of just the overall weakness that we've seen in sales, we have – we are seeing some continued 
pricing pressure. If you think about the margin, it was down 70 basis points in \ the second quarter after being 
down 100 basis points in the first quarter. About 30 basis points of that takedown was related to pricing, another 
40 was – basis points was related to commodities, mostly rare earth.” 
 
Hayes: “So on top of sales being down about $500 million, you've got another $75 million of bad news from 
pricing. And commodities give you a little bit of a benefit, restructuring gives you a little bit of benefit, but 
overall, you're going to be down somewhere around $260 million or so for previous guidance with FX of $100 
million.” 
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Hayes: “We're not getting much traction on the top line with the F&S businesses but the bottom line is getting 
better as there's more discipline around pricing, more discipline around the contracts that we're taking. So a lot 
of the bad news that we saw last year, bad news surprises coming out of the UK for instance; again, sales aren't 
up in the UK but profits are now in the legacy – F&S business just because of the discipline...” 
 
 
Northrop Grumman [NOC] Earnings Call 7/25/12. Wesley Bush, CEO: “But as we look ahead, we see an 
increasing risk profile due to budget uncertainty. This uncertainty becomes more critical as we progress through 
the year and we recognize that it's also a major area of concern for all of our stakeholders.” 
 
Bush: “Like others in our industry, we are very concerned about sequestration's serious negative consequences 
for national security and the defense industrial base and the shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers and 
all the communities that rely on the defense industrial base.” 
 
Bush: “We believe in just about any scenario there's going to be a continuing priority for unmanned capability, 
cyber capability, C4ISR and this whole arena of modernization and its focus through logistics and I see that too 
as being an important part of our portfolio for the future. So, when we think about what's going on in the world, 
when we think about the environment that our national security customers are having to deal with, that part I 
think is a very important perspective as well. Trying to determine which exact path we're going to take to get to 
that longer-term state is a little bit of a challenge, but we're going to be ready for it.” 
 
James Palmer, CFO:  “Clearly, the environment is a little bit more difficult today than it was couple of years 
ago, and we're responding in terms of our cost affordability initiatives and so it's hard to say whether each of 
those are going to balance each other out over the longer term.” 
 
 
Boeing [BA] Earnings Call 7/25/12. James McNerney, CEO: “...despite slower global economic growth in a 
range of uncertainties, including the European sovereign debt crisis, we continue to see positive worldwide 
expansion in air traffic. Passenger traffic in particular remains resilient, led by trends in emerging markets. 
Cargo traffic, on the other hand, is stabilizing, with growth expected early next year.” 
 
McNerney: “Deferrals and cancellations remain at or below our historical averages, and we continue to foresee 
aircraft financing as broadly adequate and available through 2012. With 694 new orders thus far in 2012, we 
expect order traffic to remain strong through year-end, with a book-to-bill ratio finishing well above 1, 
primarily driven by demand for the 737 MAX.” 
 
McNerney: “With stability now achieved at 3.5 airplanes per month, we expect to increase the rate of 787 
production to five per month by the end of this year, tracking to our plan to reach a rate of 10 per month across 
our final assembly lines by late 2013.” 
 
McNerney: “The world is a fragile one economically, but you've got to keep in mind that these airplanes – half 
of them, if not slightly more than half in some of the major models – are replacement airplanes, where people 
view this as a quick payback investment. To get airplanes that are somewhere between 15% and 25% more 
efficient is a very quick payback investment that is independent of overall GDP growth, which is what we tend 
to focus on. So a lot of the demand is driven by that, and when viewed in that frame, it makes a little more 
sense.” 
 
McNerney: “I think we're in a cyclical downturn. I think it really reflects international order strength. That's 
what the raise this year reflects. I think the domestic revenues are about what we assumed at the beginning of 
the year.” 
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Raytheon [RTN] Earnings Call 7/26/12. William Swanson, CEO: “Our international pipeline remains 
robust...”I'm encouraged by what I've heard from our international customers. They continue to look to us for 
solutions in the areas of missile defense, radars, ISR, cybersecurity, air traffic management and training.  
 
Dave Wajsgras, CFO: “...we continue to see the order book back end loaded this year and as a result we expect 
the book-to-bill to expand. We estimate a full year book-to-bill range of between roughly 1 and 1.05 times.” 
 
Swanson: “We expect about $500 million cumulative in Q4... Air traffic control radars probably $200 million to 
$300 million between now and the end of the year. We expect Missiles, TOW, ESM and the other things we 
build probably around $500 million, plus or minus $100 million for that. Training in the $150 million to $200 
million. And international C4I, we finish = negotiations in an area there, and we expect that one to probably be 
in the Q3, early Q4 timeframe. So as you can see a rich pipeline there.” 
 
Wajsgras: “The demand for our international tactical radar programs continues to be strong and there is 
increasing demand for the ISR sensors that support the growing requirements for full-motion video in theater.” 
 
  
TECHNOLOGY 
 
IBM [IBM] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Mark Loughridge, CFO: “Across the growth markets this quarter, more than 30 
countries grew at a double-digit growth rate. So our strength is broad-based. We're capturing the opportunity from these 
faster growing economies and, importantly, we're taking share due in part to the acceleration of our market expansion 
initiatives. " 
 
Loughridge: “We see great opportunity in our global Software business and are hiring 200 to 300 sales representatives 
each month through the year-end.” 
 
Loughridge: “We realize that we do have some tax headwind as we enter the third and the fourth quarter." 
 
Loughridge: “We're continuing to invest in the Software business in a very big way, acquisitions to drive and integrate 
with those solutions, continuing to hire 100 to 200 Software reps every month. So we think if anything we have a very 
strong hand as we go into the second half.” 
 
Loughridge: “Every single sector had growth, strong growth, in the growth markets. We had very strong growth across 
every single brand. Our Software business grew double digit. Our Services business grew double digit. Within our STG 
content, we had Z growing 11%. And I'd remind you that it's not just constructed within the BRICs. That's about a third of 
our business. So two-thirds of our business was also growing very, very well, and we had this double-digit growth 
phenomenon across 32 countries. So I think the composition of our growth this quarter was balanced across the sectors, 
was balanced across the brands, and indicative of both the BRIC countries and the broader view of the growth markets.” 
 
Qualcomm [QCOM] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Paul Jacobs, CEO: “Looking forward, we're now forecasting approximately 
14% growth of 3G/4G device shipments in calendar 2012, reflecting a slightly more cautious outlook on the 
macroeconomic environment. We now also expect the profile of the calendar year to be more back-end loaded as new 
devices are launched for the holiday season. Although our outlook for semiconductor volumes in the fiscal fourth quarter 
has been reduced from our prior expectations, we are ramping our supply of 28-nanometer chipsets. We expect this ramp 
along with new devices launched for the holiday season to result in a strong December quarter for our semiconductor 
business.” 
 
Jacobs: “This year, Gartner estimates that China will become the largest consumer of smartphones.” 
 
Jacobs: “...we've completed another solid quarter at Qualcomm. And despite some challenging near-term market 
dynamics and supply constraints, we're very pleased to see the continued growth of 3G and 3G/4G multimode 
smartphones as well as new mobile computing devices.” 
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Steve Mollenkopf, COO: “Looking ahead, while we are forecasting sequentially lower MSM shipments based on 
midpoints in the September quarter, consistent with the pause and re-profiling of demand, we expect a strong December 
quarter as new, high-tier smartphone devices launch for the holidays. And we have an improved supply of 28-nanometer 
products.” 
 
William Keitel, CFO:  “...we do expect quite a strong December quarter for the QCT business, and we expect a very large 
increase in the overall shipments of 3G/4G devices. And that should extend into a strong second fiscal quarter for the QTL 
business.” 
 
Keitel: “...obviously, there's a lot of pressure within the industry to be reducing prices, both consumers and carriers and 
OEMs putting the pressure on their suppliers. We're trying; we're working hard to enable that best we can. And hence, I 
always think it's just a little bit better to be not looking for ASP increases, but just flat to modestly down I think is the 
better outlook.” 
 
Jacobs: “...we're very happy with the strong growth this quarter. Obviously, it could have been better, and we're 
disappointed that we're not able yet to fulfill demand, but we are working very hard to bring up additional capacity. " 
 
Intel [INTC] Earnings Call 7/17/12. Paul Otellini, CEO: “Against a backdrop of mixed macroeconomic trends our 
business in the second quarter played out largely as we expected. We continue to enjoy a rich mix of products in both the 
PC and Data Center Group and our distributor channel had its best Q2 in five years.” 
 
Otellini: “Overall, our business in the first half was consistent with our expectations. As we look ahead to the second half 
of the year, consumer market growth in Western Europe and North America is not forecasted to recover as fast as we had 
anticipated.” 
 
Otellini: “Emerging markets, especially China and Brazil, are still growing nicely but are moderating due to GDP 
adjustments and currency fluctuations. Taken together, these factors have led us to adjust our expectations for the second 
half. We are now expecting full-year revenue growth in the 3% to 5% range versus our prior expectation of high single-
digits.” 
 
Stacy Smith, CFO: “While macroeconomic weakness and our expectation that our customers will continue to maintain 
lower inventory levels has led us to reduce our expectations to 3% to 5% revenue growth for the year, we continue to 
make great progress in the market. Both Romley and Ivy Bridge ramps are significantly faster than their predecessors. We 
are winning significant designs in Ultrabooks, phones and tablets and our manufacturing lead continues to generate 
leading products and low costs.” 
 
Otelini: “In some of the countries we're seeing the prices of computers go up as a result of the currency fluctuations 
against the dollar. Most PC components, including ours, are sold globally in dollars and PCs are typically priced in 
dollars, so at least to the distributors in those countries. So the price goes up if the currency changes. In China it's a little 
bit different and what we're seeing there is an abatement of the GDP growth, from sort of 8%, 8.25% down to 7%, 7.25%. 
And while we still see growth there we don't see quite as much as we first thought. So you add all those together plus the 
fact that the enterprise is doing pretty good, you come down to a more muted growth scenario than we first thought.” 
  
FINANCIALS 
 
Wells Fargo [WFC] Earnings Call 7/13/12: John Stumpf, CEO: "While the current economic recovery remains uneven, 
our strong performance in the second quarter reflects the strength of our franchise…" 
 
Stumpf: "Our mortgage business generated record applications in the second quarter of $208 billion, up over 90% from a 
year ago and up 11% from last quarter. Obviously the low rate environment is driving strong refi application volume, but 
purchase volume was up over $19 billion or 43% from the first quarter, indicating increased strength in the overall 
housing market where we've seen increases in sales and pricing in markets throughout the country, even in some of the 
hardest hit areas during the downturn. We remain focused on our commitment to helping the homeowners stay in their 
homes with over 770,000 active trial or completed mortgage modifications since the beginning of 2009. We've also helped 
nearly 6.2 million customers secure new, low-rate loans for home purchases or refinancing since the beginning of 2009. 
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The strength of our mortgage business is just one example of how we've been able to generate new customer relationships 
and better serve our existing customers." 
 
Tim Sloan, CFO: "Mortgage volumes have been much stronger than anyone expected a year ago, or even three months 
ago for that matter, with originations more than double what they were a year ago and our mortgage pipeline, which 
should lead to future revenue and expense growth, has also doubled." 
 
Sloan: "In terms of overall commercial loan demand, it still seems – it seems good. I wouldn't call it great. I think we're in 
the midst of a recovery. It's a slow recovery, but what was good from our perspective was to see a more broad-based level 
of loan growth in our commercial portfolio in addition to the acquisitions. And we also saw – I mentioned it in my 
remarks – a continued increase in line usage. It's not significant, but we bottomed in terms of line usage about a year or so 
ago, and it's been slowly but steadily going up. But, I would call it good and it's a very competitive market." 
 
Stumpf: "And I should also mention that we actually had – we saw some opportunities, or some performance, on the 
consumer side, which is really healthy. We're doing very well in auto. We're doing – we did very well in small business. 
We did very well in card this quarter, so that's very positive because we have – home equity is coming down, so to show 
some improvement there was very encouraging." 
 
JPMorgan [JPM] Earnings Call 7/13/12: Jaime Dimon, CEO: "We've kind of had a roller coaster ride here. You see 
progress two steps forward, one step back. We still think they're going to muddle through, but it may not be in the form or 
fashion or the timetable we all would prefer. The number is up there. We went from $12 billion to $6 billion of net 
exposure. We think it's a rather good number. We stress test what we think our risk is. We talk about a potential loss of $3 
billion. In a bad scenario it could be worse, in a complete extreme scenario, like a falling apart of the whole European 
Union. The important thing to us is that we continue to conduct business there. We have a lot of clients. We have been in 
Italy and Spain for 100 years or so, and we are going to do that carefully. And obviously we have been doing more 
hedging of the exposure there, and that's a decision we make periodically over time." 
 
Dimon: "You're making a good point because Doug showed the numbers like eight quarters of continuous Middle Market 
loan growth. Anecdotally, I hear that from other companies too. Not all other banks but a lot of the banks. I hear from a 
lot of the banks, small business loan growth. The fact is the underpinnings of the American economy aren't that bad. 
Corporate America, middle market companies, small businesses are okay. There's a lot of liquidity. There's not a huge 
order book so sales aren't growing dramatically. So we have slow, modest growth and you're starting to see it in our 
calculations. Some of what we're getting is market share gains. So remember we did Middle Market. We weren't doing 
Middle Market banking in California. Now we do. We weren't doing small business in California. Now we do because of 
the WaMu acquisition. So we are gaining share in some of our businesses through credit card, middle market, small 
business, IB's holding share." 
 
Dimon: "First of all, I don't run a business on models. If you do run a business on models, you will be dead. It doesn't 
work. VaR is one model. We use tons of other models, and I think Mike pointed out the right way to do it is have lots of 
other granular limits, notional amount limits, credit spread limits, single name limits, all these things. VaR is just one. 
VaR does not capture underlying changes in [indiscernible] (1:39:34). It doesn't capture changes in correlations. It's only 
backward looking. So it's a data point that helps you manage your business, that's all it is." 
 
Dimon: "I'm not talking about going down to 1%, but we are getting near the end of the margin compression from the 
yield curve. So if I remember correctly, about a year or two to go, we might lose another $400 million or $500 million. 
And then it flattens out. If the 10 goes down more, it's even more. We're short. Most banks have a much longer duration 
than we do. So we could easily today change what we are doing and put on $50 billion in mortgages at 3% and earn a lot 
more. If you really believe that, we could change our structure to earn back some of that income, and in fact far more than 
we might lose on the 10-year." 
 
Dimon: "It's very hard to add to the debate you read about it every day. You now are reading about what they kind of need 
to do and they need to do all of them. One of the banks have their European bank regulator or European bank scheme to 
stop bank runs, to have some facility that can finance the Italian and Spanish sovereign debt in the meantime and a fiscal 
union that people believe in. We figure to see that kind of in fits and starts over time. And just be prepared for the roller 
coaster." 
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Dimon: "A little bit and you know what those things are. It's Europe, the fiscal cliff in the United States, it's all those 
things that make you be a little more cautious. But again, I think we're going to earn money next year regardless of those 
things, whatever happens."   
 
American Express [AXP] Earnings Call 7/18/12: American Express [AXP] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Daniel Henry, CFO: 
“Given the uncertain environment, we feel positive about our financial performance in the second quarter, including our 
ability to continue to grow earnings in the absence of settlement proceeds and with lower reserve releases. Spending 
growth remained relatively strong, albeit at a slower pace than recent quarters, and we continued to grow faster than most 
of our large issuing competitors despite a more difficult prior year comparison.” 

 
Henry: “In Australia, some merchants have introduced surcharging. It was first allowed there back in 2003 and we have 
been able to respond effectively and continue to operate successfully. In contrast, in the UK we have seen very little 
evidence of merchants surcharging, and that was first allowed by the Thatcher government many, many years ago.” 
 
Citigroup [C] Earnings Call 7/16/12: Vikram Pandit, CEO: “Overall, I'm pleased with our performance in light of the 
economic environment we faced during the quarter. The investments we have made continue to show encouraging results. 
Loans and deposits in Citicorp had solid growth. Our market businesses were resilient despite volatility, and we increased 
market share in Investment Banking.” 
 
Pandit: “While our consumer businesses were impacted by the slower economies, we still saw positive operating leverage 
in both Latin America and Asia, excluding Japan. We're managing our expenses closely and making sure we're right-sized 
for the environment we anticipate. Expenses decreased from both the first quarter of this year and second quarter of last 
year.” 
 
Pandit: “On a macro level, we believe the eurozone overhang will continue. Our on-the-ground sense of the emerging 
markets leaves us more positive than we were a few months ago and maybe even better than some market perceptions. In 
the U.S. consumer demand and thus loan demand remained low as consumers continue to de-leverage. And as central 
banks have lowered interest rates, the margin from lending has decreased and it is expected rates will stay low for the near 
future.” 
 
John Gerspach, CFO: “Overall, we continued to see progress in our North America Consumer franchise.” 
 
Gerspach: “...in total the International Consumer businesses achieved positive operating leverage for the third consecutive 
quarter...” 
 
Gerspach: “Latin America achieved positive operating leverage for the third consecutive quarter, with  revenues up 8% 
and expenses up 3% in constant dollars. Asia, however, had negative operating leverage with revenues roughly flat and 
expenses up 2% in constant dollars. Most of the revenue pressure in Asia was due to lower investment sales given 
continued weak investor sentiment.” 
 
Gerspach: “Despite these headwinds, most drivers for International Consumer Banking continued to grow in the second 
quarter. Accounts grew 6% year-over-year and on a constant dollar basis we grew average deposits, average loans, and 
purchase sales in every region.” 
 
Gerspach: “As we look to the third and fourth quarters, we currently believe that our core operating expenses should be 
roughly at or below the $11.5 billion we incurred in the second quarter. Additionally, however, we will continue to incur 
legal and related costs and repositioning charges, which on a combined basis have exceeded what we would otherwise 
consider to be a normalized level of roughly $250 million per quarter. Obviously these charges have been running at an 
elevated level and will continue to be difficult to predict, particularly in this environment.” 
 
Gerspach: “First, the biggest challenge we and the industry face is the ongoing macro uncertainty, reflected in low levels 
of client activity. Without meaningful signs of accelerating economic growth or a credible resolution as perceived by the 
market to the European issues, the reduced activity is likely to persist into the third quarter. Having said that, the strength 
and breadth of our fixed income franchise, particularly our rates and currencies business, was evident in the second 
quarter and first half of the year.” 
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Gerspach: “Turning to equities, we believe our business is past the problems of the second half of last year, and we 
continue to execute well, although low levels of client activity remain a substantial challenge and that will likely continue 
into the third quarter. Our Investment Banking franchise continued to see momentum with wallet share gains in every 
major product, although overall market activity remained muted. Based on that, we are cautiously optimistic that our 
investments in our banking franchise are showing results.” 
 
Gerspach: “Mortgages continue to face a number of challenges including the substantial foreclosure backlog, ongoing 
political headwinds, and the risk from any weakening of the U.S. economy.” 
 
Gerspach: “In summary, one of the biggest issues we face remains the uncertain macro environment and in particular the 
European sovereign debt issues. As such, we will continue to run our risk exposures very tightly while serving our clients. 
Basically we will continue to manage what we can control and limit our exposure to what we cannot control.” 
 
Pandit: “Asia needs a lot more infrastructure. We're seeing signs in certain countries where that’s changing as well. And 
so, if the impact on Asia was because of Europe slowing down and the impact on Asia was because of a lack of the export 
markets, some of that is being made up for with policy alternatives, a shift towards consumers consuming and 
infrastructure spending and we see that sort of stuff on the ground and that's important.” 
 
Pandit: “The emerging market story to me is again what we see on the ground and we see a lot of policy alternatives being 
put into place, lot of actions being taken by government, we see move in different parts of the world to make those 
investments in infrastructure, which raises investment spending in these countries and we see a lot of these economies are 
very actively managed and they too felt the impact of the European slowdown and they're doing what they can to deal 
with that...The key trend in the emerging markets is urbanization when you cut through all of that that's where the growth 
is coming from and that trend continues.” 
 
Gerspach: “– we feel very good about the performance that our Securities and Banking business had in the second quarter 
given the market environment in the second quarter. And, there's nothing unusual about the revenues that we put up in the 
second quarter in that market environment.” 
 
Pandit: “We've been cautious on Europe for the last 18 months and maybe some of our competitors are just catching up to 
that cautiousness. And, by the way, it takes a long time to bring exposures down.” 
 
Gerspach: “I think that, given where mortgages are, we're likely to have positive operating leverage in 
North America now in both the third and the fourth quarter, although I have to admit that going into next year then those 
elevated levels of mortgage sales will give us some difficult comps that we'll have to take a look at.” 
 
Pandit: “...I don't see long-term rates going up for the next one year or two years, especially from everything I see going 
on in Europe. Frankly, the only place of growth we see is the emerging markets. So, our revenue expectations are very 
realistic that we're going to have low interest rates, long period of time, definitely short end but also at the long end for the 
next year or two.” 
 
Pandit: “Europe still continues to be an issue and it's going to be the dominant factor, affecting all economies.” 
 
Goldman Sachs [GS] Earnings Call 7/17/12: David Viniar, CFO: “Despite the systemic benefits of the European Central 
Bank's long-term refinancing operations, the market refocused on the broader sovereign challenges that remain. In 
particular, client psychology suffered from continued skepticism regarding the mechanisms and political will required to 
address the complex series of issues facing European governments. The outlook for the global economy was further 
clouded by concerns about slowing economic conditions in the United States and China given weak economic data during 
the quarter. The accumulation of these various macroeconomic concerns increased market uncertainty and reduced client 
activity. 
 
Viniar: “While a challenging macro environment may translate into lower industry volumes, our focus on  our clients is 
unwavering as the advice, execution, and investment management services that we provide to our global client franchise 
are more highly-valued in difficult environment.” 
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Viniar: “Our rates, currencies, credit, and commodities businesses were negatively impacted by client risk aversion and 
lower volumes following more acute concerns about the situation in Europe and broader macroeconomic weakness. While 
volumes were also lower in mortgages, the business benefited from better asset price stability.” 
 
Viniar: “And so, we think that we have the staffing levels at the right places and the right seniority; our expense base 
about – taking it down to where we think it ought to be; capital levels where they ought to be; and if we see good 
opportunities, obviously, we'll start generating capital again.” 
 
Viniar: “Look, I'm not an economist and I'm not an expert in this but there's nothing that we've seen that –... that gives us 
a lot of confidence that there is a solution coming any day now. I hope I'm wrong there. And, as I said, I'm not an expert in 
this and I know there's a lot of people over there who are working very diligently to come up with the right solution. But, 
we've been through this for a very long time.” 
 
Viniar: “We continue to be pretty optimistic about the growth markets. Obviously, they're not a straight lineup and some 
of them are experiencing some difficulties now. But, over the next three to five years, we continue to think that there's 
going to be greater economic growth in some of the growth markets than some of the developed markets. But, we're also 
pretty bullish as the world starts to get better, which I just don't know when it's going to happen in most of our businesses 
all around the world.” 
 
Viniar: “We think we have tremendous upside in a lot of our businesses, while we're trying to pare down and perform as 
well as we can in this difficult environment, it's not returns that are acceptable to us or to our shareholders, and we know 
that. But the question is how much of the upside do we want to give away to have slightly better performance today? So, 
we're not at the point now where we're thinking of wholesale strategic changes, or wholesale shrinkages in any way. We 
have a long history of doing this incrementally, as we see how the world unfolds, and I think I would expect that that's 
what we're going to continue to do.” 
 
Bank of America [BAC] Earnings Call 7/18/12: Bruce Thompson, CFO:  “Interest rates did continue to be a headwind, 
and as you can see the decrease in long end rates during the quarter did negatively affect net interest income. The 
European crisis and seasonality are impacting the markets-related businesses, driving those revenues lower compared to 
the first quarter of 2012. However, non-interest income did reflect improved results in some of our consumer businesses, 
which we'll get into as we go through the presentation.” 
 
Brian Moynihan, CEO: “We continue to drive business across the board, whether it is in our Wealth Management 
business as you can see in our good long-term assets under management flows or in the banking products side we can see 
loans have achieved record levels.” 
 
Moynihan: “However there remains some uncertainty in the markets and in the minds of our customers and clients. This 
largely revolves around the situations in Europe and United States around the longer term fiscal issues that must be dealt 
with, and we continue to run our company consistent with that uncertainty in everything we do.”  
 
 
ENERGY 
 
Southern Co. [SO] Earnings Call 7/25/12: Arthur Beattie, CFO: “Improving economic conditions and 
migration into the Southeast are translating into positive signs for the housing market, with surveys of regional 
brokers and builders by the Atlanta Federal Reserve indicating increased buyer traffic, increased sales, and 
declining inventories.” 
 
Beattie: “...we reconvened our economic roundtable group, which consists of selected economists and 
representatives of several large commercial and industrial customers in our territories. Overall, the consensus 
from the roundtable was for U.S. gross domestic product to expand by about 2% in 2012. The group generally 
agreed that the global economy is slowing and that this is slowing the expansion of industrial production. Low 
natural gas prices are offsetting this trend and we continue to see signs of on-shoring activity due to a shrinking 
cost advantage for Far East markets when compared to the U.S. The group has seen indications of 
improvements in the housing sector, but believes that continued recovery will remain slow. Finally, the group 
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expressed confidence in the ability of the Southeast to grow faster than the U.S. as the economy improves, due 
to faster population growth, a strong industrial base, and a continuing trend of foreign investment into the 
region.” 
 
Thomas Fanning, CEO: “...unemployment is coming down, jobs are showing up, and as a result of people 
getting more jobs, personal incomes rise and so you see a normal cause and effect relationship with usage. More 
money begets more consumption.” 
 
Fanning: “We've already seen some volatility in natural gas prices, even though they're historically low, they're 
now creeping to above $3 per million Btu and it's interesting that since I've been out there...I think more and 
more people are realizing that while it's a wonderful circumstance we find ourselves in to have cheap natural 
gas, it's not hard to come up with data, I would argue that, and if you want me to I'll go through this, but I'll save 
it if you don't, it's not hard to say that you could go from an average daily consumption of natural gas in the 
United States from, say, a 67 Bcf per day to something well over 100 Bcf. It's not a far putt to get there. 
 
 
 OIL SERVICES 
 
OIL, GAS, COAL 
 
Occidental Petroleum [OXY] Earnings Call 7/26/12. James Lienert, CFO: “Worldwide oil and domestic gas 
and NGL prices were significantly lower during the quarter.” 

 
Stephen Chazen, CEO: “We expect our capital spend rate to slow down modestly from the current levels during 
the back half of the year and stabilize in the fourth quarter.” 
 
Chazen: “In our domestic operations, we expect our total average rig count at current levels of about 75 to go 
down to an average of 70 by the end of the year. However, with the mix of rigs, we'll shift among very different 
regions related to changes in gas and NGL prices.” 
 
Chazen: “Internationally at current prices, we expect production to increase modestly for the rest of the year, 
depending on spending levels in Iraq.” 
 
Chazen: “We expect international sales volume in the third quarter of 2012 to be similar to the second quarter. 
A $5 change in global oil prices would impact our daily volumes by about 3,000 barrels a day. The financial 
impact of this volume change is incorporated in the product price sensitivities...” 
 
Chazen: “The Chemical segment earnings are expected to be about $175 million. Weakness in 
export demand, conditions in Europe and China, a slowdown in the U.S. demand and rising U.S. natural gas 
costs will keep some pressure on margins. We expect our combined worldwide tax rate in the third quarter of 
2012 to increase to about 42%.” 
 
Chazen: “We are increasing our estimate of total year capital program to $9.2 billion from our previously 
announced $8.3 billion.” 
 
Chazen: “Even if you don't buy some of the more ridiculous things that people have put out as far as growth, a 
modest amount of growth will tax the system nationwide because the infrastructure is basically designed 
currently for – as a cash cow rather than something that you need to keep up.” 
 
Chazen: “I think the service companies are getting as rich as pigs there. And I think until the costs come down 
and the efficiency improves, we'll continue to focus on the best wells and the most efficient wells and 
improving our learning curve. We're still on I think a learning curve phase.” 
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Chazen: “...right now – we try to do easy stuff before hard stuff, and so we're focused on what's easy right now. 
And what's easiest right now is to drill low-cost shale wells in easy places.” 
 
Hess Corp [HES] Earnings Call 7/25/12. John Hess, CEO: “Compared to the year ago quarter, our earnings 
were positively impacted by higher crude oil sales volumes and improved marketing and refining results, but 
were negatively impacted by lower realized crude oil selling prices and higher operating costs in exploration 
and production.” 
 
Hess: “...we now forecast 2012 production for our company to average between 395,000 and  405,000 barrels of 
oil equivalent per day, which includes the addition of approximately 20,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day 
from Libya, which was excluded from our previous forecast of between 370,000 and 390,000 barrels of oil 
equivalent per day.” 
 
 Gregory Hill, President: “Australian Government has granted major project facilitation status to us and that 
really streamlines and assists in steering approvals in order for a development decision to be reached and has 
been ongoing for several months as you all know the commercial discussions with all the potential liquefaction 
partners are ongoing.” 
 
Hess: “Sometimes people say shrink to grow. That's not our case. I think that's more of the case with the major 
oil companies that maybe have little more challenge in their growth profile. We can grow from our current base, 
but we've got to spend a lot more money by reducing our portfolio to the more profitable assets.” 
 
Hess: “The key point is the focus going forward is going to be capital efficiency and profitability and the things 
we are selling are going to be more mature, not as strategic. We'll still be a global independent, but we're going 
to have a more profitable portfolio and invest in the capital projects that offer the best financial returns.” 
 
Chevron [CVX] Earnings Call 7/27/12. George Kirkland, EVP:  “We've also seen Australian labor costs 
trending higher. This could impact both construction and management services. Because there are a number of 
variables in play, we currently have a detailed cost review underway." 
 
Kirkland: “With regards to production, down the road we're going to see production growth because we've got 
so many of these large projects coming on. Remember 2014 is our target start up for Jack San Malo and also for 
Bigfoot and we are – the work we're doing right now at Tahiti 2 is to get access to more resources and reserves 
there to hold production and limit decline rates there.” 
 
Patricia E. Yarrington, CFO: “I think we have been pretty consistent on what we thought on timing for Shell 
Gas coming out or gas from Shell coming out of central Europe or elsewhere on the European continent. We 
have always looked at this as an exploration place. It was very early days. You have to drill a lot of exploratory 
wells. You have to understand the resource. You have to understand the performance. We are, once again, in the 
very early start of that. My expectations on a success basis is that you are really talking next decade before you 
get significant volumes. Europe is much different in a much different situation. And I think actually almost all 
the rest of the world on the Shell opportunities then the United States.” 
 
Yarrington: “we have been engaged in Iraq in trying to find opportunities for quite a period. We want to 
participate in their expansion. We believe what we have in front of us fits with what we like to do. It is early 
exploration. Our preference always is to explore, find, appraise and develop an opportunity. This fits with that. 
We are there to try to do once again that exploratory work to prove it. We've got wells to drill. We will be 
drilling a couple wells in the near-term. That was part of the commitment that was made for those blocks.” 
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ConocoPhillips [COP] Earnings Call 7/25/12. Ryan Lance, CEO: “We now believe we have good visibility on 
the rest of the year and estimate 2012 capital spending to about be $16 billion. This includes the impact of 
pushing out the expected timing of asset sales, some of which have quite a lot of capital spending associated 
with them.” 
 
Jeff Sheets, CFO: “Second quarter production in Europe decreased by 42,000 BOE per day to 236,000 BOE per 
day. This was primarily driven by a natural gas field decline in – by natural field decline in Britannia, Ekofisk 
and J-Block, downtime and the Statfjord and the Alba asset dispositions. Net income in Europe was $414 
million, down $119 million from last year.” 
 
Sheets: “...the U.K. recently enacted legislation which restricts corporate tax relief on decommissioning costs to 
the 50% tax rate, retroactive back to March of 2012. And we anticipate that in the third quarter 2012 that our 
earnings will be reduced by approximately $175 million due to remeasurement of these deferred tax liabilities.” 
 
Lance: “...we certainly will keep a close watch on the macro environment and we believe the investments that 
we're making today are going to position the company to deliver on our long-term value proposition of 3% to 
5% growth in production and margins with improving, absolute financial returns and combining a sector-
leading yield.” 
 
Sheets: “I think we see that the market is going to be fairly soft particularly for ethane in the near term which is 
what's really driving down the overall price of NGLs, but that will get solved with all the capacity expansions 
that you're hearing talked about in the chemicals side of the business right now. So we don't think it's a long-
term phenomenon but that kind of low NGL prices is going to attract additional investment.” 
 
  
Type NI ORANGEBOOK <go> to see other company anecdotes on economic conditions 
 
Richard Yamarone 
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